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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
1 (UK) Armd Div 1st United Kingdom Armoured Division 

7 Armd Bde 7th Armoured Brigade 

2ic Second-in-command 

2Lt Second Lieutenant 

7 Pl 7 Platoon 

8 Pl 8 Platoon 

Al Skeini Litigation Litigation comprising the following four judgments: [2005] 2 WLR 

1401; [2007] QB 140; [2008] 1 AC 153; (2011) 53 E.H.R.R 18 

AO Area of Operations  

AOR Area of Responsibility 

APA Army Prosecuting Authority 

Bde Brigade 

Bde AO Brigade Area of Operations 

BGH Basra General Hospital 

BG Battle Group 

BGHQ Battle Group Headquarters 

BG net Brigade radio network 

Brig Brigadier 

BW  Black Watch (Battlegroup) 

BRITFOR/BF British Forces 

Card Alpha Also known as ‘the White Card’. A card outlining the Rules of 

Engagement and dictating in what circumstances a soldier may 

open fire 

CF Coalition Forces 

CHARLIE Time zone 3 hours ahead of Greenwich Mean Time 

Comd Commander 
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COMD Legal Commander Legal Services 

Cpl Corporal 

Coy Company 

Coy net Company radio network 

C Coy C Company 

CO Commanding Officer 

CPERS Captured Person 

CS Call-sign 

CSM Company Sergeant Major 

CQMS Company Quartermaster Sergeant 

DCOS Deputy Chief of Staff 

Dismount Member of the Warrior crew who typically travels in the rear of 

the vehicle 

Div HQ Divisional Headquarters  

ECHR European Convention on Human Rights 

ECtHR European Court of Human Rights 

FRAGO Fragmentation Order 

Gdsm/Gdsn Guardsman – rank within the Irish Guards equivalent to a Private 

GOC General Officer Commanding 

GR Grid Reference 

HQ Headquarters 

ICC International Criminal Court 

IFI Iraq Fatality Investigations 

IG Irish Guards 

IHAT Iraq Historic Allegations Team 

INTREP Intelligence Report 

INTSUM Intelligence Summary 
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ITD Individual Training Directive 

JAG Judge Advocate General 

LCpl Lance Corporal 

LOAC The Law of Armed Conflict 

Lt Lieutenant 

Lt Col  Lieutenant Colonel 

Maj Major 

MND (SE) Multi National Division (South East) 

MPS Military Provost Staff  

MSR Main Supply Route 

NI Northern Ireland 

OC Officer Commanding 

OFF Oil-for-Food Programme 

O Gp Meetings Orders Group meetings 

Ops Operations 

OP TELIC 1 Codename for operation to invade Iraq in 2003.    

OP TELIC 2 Codename for the second phase of operations in Iraq.   

OPTAG Operational Training and Advisory Group 

Orbat Battalion Orders 

Pl Platoon 

Pl Comd Platoon Commander 

PoW/PW Prisoner of War 

PTSD Post-traumatic stress disorder 

QRF Quick Reaction Force 

Regt Regiment 

RHQ Regimental Headquarters 

RMP Royal Military Police 
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RoE Rules of Engagement 

ROTI Record of Taped Interview 

RQMS Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant 

RSM Regimental Sergeant Major 

Sect Comd  Section Commander 

SIB Special Investigation Branch of the RMP 

SITREP Situation Report 

Snatch Snatch Land Rover vehicle 

Veh Comd Vehicle Commander 

Warrior Fully Tracked Armoured vehicle. Also known as Armoured 

Personnel Carrier (APC) and Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV). 
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GUIDE TO THE REPORT 
1. There is a chronology at Appendix 7 to this Report. The body of the report is 

designed to be a self-standing account. Full information is to be found on the IFI 

website.  

2. Some findings are made throughout the review of evidence. This allows for a 

progressive approach to the section headed ‘Findings and Conclusions’.  

3. A list of persons named in this report can be found at Appendix 6. 

4. Maps and photographs of locations, items of relevance to the detailed events, 

and other documents are to be found in the remaining Appendices. 

5. The Investigation into the circumstances surrounding the death of Mr Ahmed 

Jabbar Kareem Ali (‘Mr Ali’) has involved considering the response of four 

soldiers to an incident of looting in Basra in May 2003.  It has also involved 

investigating the origins and context of their response and the extent to which it 

had its origins in a generally accepted approach to the measures which should 

be taken against looters, including partial or total immersion in water in order to 

deter and punish looters. I have completed my investigation into the conduct of 

the soldiers and have received sufficient evidence to place it in a wider context of 

events in Basra at that date. That being the case, in order to avoid delay, I have 

published these findings and conclusions as Part 1.  But my Terms of Reference, 

in particular paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 impose other areas for my investigation, 

which I have commenced, but will require more time to complete. (See section 2 

below)  

6. Further and importantly, there may have been other cases involving similar 

behaviour, which have yet to be investigated and processed, and thus findings 

and conclusions at this stage in accordance with all of my Terms of Reference 

could be incomplete and premature. 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTORY 
OBSERVATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

1.1 This report records the outcome of the fourth Investigation into a civilian death referred to the 

Iraq Fatality Investigations (‘IFI’) by the Secretary of State for Defence. The origin and 

purposes of the IFI, sometimes referred to as the Iraq Judicial Investigations, appear from 

the reports, rulings and public statements published on the website at www.Iraq-Judicial-

Investigations.org. The website carries an extensive documentary record from which the 

legal background, objectives, procedures and the course of each of the investigations can 

be seen. The need for this Investigation was confirmed in the Al Skeini Litigation.1 

1.2 The material on the website in connection with the death of Mr Ali should be regarded as 

supplementary to the material in this report and treated as part of the report. It has not 

proved possible to avoid material being published both in the report and on the website, but 

unnecessary duplication has, in general, been avoided. The report will appear on the 

website after the hard copy edition has been published.  

1.3 The course of the Investigation has been assisted by co-operation from the soldiers involved 

and many witnesses from the military high command. There has been satisfactory disclosure 

from all those requested to make disclosure and invaluable assistance from QC Law in 

Basra. Public Interest Lawyers (PIL) have co-operated with the Investigation and have made 

disclosure of documents in its possession and control. Disclosure has also been made by 

Leigh Day (solicitors) and The Guardian News and Media Limited. 

1.4 The remit of the IFI has arisen from various judgments of the European Court of Human 

Rights (ECtHR) at Strasbourg. A succinct survey can be seen from the judgment of the 

Divisional Court, the judgment of the Grand Chamber of the Strasbourg Court in Al Skeini 

and Others v United Kingdom, 2  and more recently judgments from Leggatt J in the 

Administrative Court in Al Sadoon and Others v Secretary of State for Defence.3 

1.5 There has not been an extensive need for contact with persons in Iraq. Only one Iraqi 

witness to the incident has been traced. Mohammed Jabbar Kareem Ali represents the 

family of the deceased. A video link with them and QC law was arranged for the 18th of May 

2016. I questioned the four soldiers involved. Unfortunately, we were unable to establish a 

video link. All efforts to achieve audio contact failed. I concluded that it was essential, 

nonetheless, for the hearing to take place and a full transcript was made available to QC 

Law. The transcript is on the IFI website.  

 
1 [2004] EWHC 2911 (Admin); [2005] EWCA Civ 1609; [2007] UKHL 26; [2011] 53 E.H.R.R 18 

2 [2012] 53 EHRR 18 

3 [2015] EWHC 715 (Admin); [2016] EWHC 773 (Admin) 
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1.6 Evidence concerning the circumstances which led to the death of Mr Ali was gathered from, 

in the first instance, Mr Ayad Salim Hanoon (Mr Hanoon), followed by evidence from the four 

soldiers involved in the incident: SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18. They had made statements 

and had been interviewed in connection with their court martial trial for manslaughter, at 

which they were all acquitted. Later, they provided evidence to me, making written witness 

statements and by attending a hearing to be questioned by me on 18th May 2016. The 

request of each of the four soldiers for legal assistance and anonymity was granted.  

Evidence was also obtained by me from officers in the military chain of command. 

1.7 A summary of the statements / interviews of SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18 made in the 

course of the RMP investigation is at Appendix 1 to this report. A summary of the course of 

the court martial proceedings is at Appendix 2 to this report. 

Ayad Salim Hanoon  

1.8 Mr Hanoon was in company with Mr Ali on 8th May 2003 in the area of the ‘Baghdad 

Garage’. With others, they were engaged in looting. Mr Hanoon is the only available Iraqi 

witness to the events which occurred leading up to and including the drowning at the canal. 

He gave a statement to the police in Basra on 10th May 2003, a second witness statement on 

23rd July 2003 and a third on 15th April 2006. He gave evidence at the court martial trial. His 

evidence has been subject to extensive criticism. His statement dated 21st April 20164 was 

taken at my request by QC Law. It acknowledges “mistakes or misunderstandings” or 

problems with translation.  

1.9 I concluded that it was in the interests of the Investigation that I should proceed upon the 

basis of his current recollection of events, which could be taken and recorded under the 

guidance of QC Law, and then considered by me in the light of his previous evidence and 

the other evidence in the case. Having given the statement dated 21st April 2016 full 

consideration, I have concluded that I should treat it as sufficiently reliable to be taken into 

account where its contents are supported by other evidence in the case, or could be 

supported by reasonable inferences drawn from other evidence in the case. His detailed 

allegations of specific ill treatment alleged to have been inflicted upon him by soldiers have 

caused me concern, but maltreatment of him, if it occurred, is not within my remit. That said, 

I have felt able to reach conclusions on the likely degree of general manhandling and 

assault experienced by the four looters. 

1.10 The evidence of the BF witnesses calls for no particular comment at this introductory stage 

of the report.   

 
4 Hanoon MOD-08-0000321-Z 
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SECTION 2: THE ORIGIN AND REACH OF 
THE INVESTIGATIONS AND THE FORMAT 
AND PROCEDURES ADOPTED 

2.1 The detailed legal background to the IFI is set out in full in the consolidated report into the 

death of Nadeem Abdullah and Hassan Abbas Said, published in March 2015. It is sufficient 

to record that the specific obligations which govern the reach and purpose of this 

Investigation are set out in two judgments of the Divisional Court in the action of R (Ali Zaki 

Mousa and others) v the Secretary of State for Defence (No. 2).5 By an order of the Divisional 

Court dated 31st October 2013, the Secretary of State for Defence was ordered to hold 

inquiries into civilian deaths in Iraq in any cases where he accepted that an Article 2 ECHR 

obligation to hold an inquiry existed and where it was clear that there would be no 

prosecution of any British soldiers alleged to have been involved in the deaths. 

2.2 On 23rd December 2015 I was appointed to conduct an inquiry into the death of the 

deceased, Mr Ali. My appointment is subject to the Terms of Reference set out below: 

ANNEX A: TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The Scope of the Investigation 

1. The investigation into the death of Ahmed Jabbar Kareem Ali on 8 May 2003 (‘the 

death’) is to be conducted to establish the relevant facts and accountability for the 

death, thereby discharging the positive obligations of the State pursuant to Article 

2 of the European Convention on Human Rights. 

2. The investigation must be accessible to the family of the deceased and to the 

public, thereby bringing the facts to public scrutiny. 

3. The investigation should look into and consider the immediate and surrounding 

circumstances in which the death occurred. 

4. The investigation should encompass the wider circumstances of the death, 

including the instructions, training, and supervision given to the soldiers involved. 

5. Where facts are found in connection with the instructions, training and supervision 

given to the soldiers, consideration should be given to whether it is proportionate 

or necessary to make recommendations on the issues raised taking into account 

the extent to which the issues raised have already been considered by the Ministry 

of Defence or other inquiries. 

 
5 [2013] EWHC 1412 (Admin) and [2013] EWHC 2941 (Admin) respectively. 
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6. The investigation is to be conducted so as to bring to light all the facts, including 

failures on the part of the State and facts from which such failures could be 

properly inferred. 

The Conduct of the Investigation 

7. The procedure and the conduct of the investigation are to be such as the 

Inspector may direct so as to achieve the aims and purposes set out above and to 

comply with the terms of the Court’s judgements, Orders and directions. 

8. The Inspector will draw up and publish the procedures which are to be followed to 

progress the investigation, and so far as appropriate conduct the investigation in 

accordance with the published procedures established in previous investigations. 

In this regard he will follow the guidance given by the Court about the extent to 

which legal representation will be necessary, the questioning of witnesses and the 

opportunity to be given to the next of kin to raise lines of inquiry. 

9. The Inspector will from time to time consider and keep under review the need for 

procedures to be made public in connection with any of the aims and purposes of 

the investigation. 

10. The Inspector has the power to require any person or organization to provide 

evidence in writing, to produce relevant material in their possession or control and 

to attend a public hearing to give oral evidence.  

11. The Inspector is to commence his investigation by considering all the relevant 

documentation in the possession of the Ministry of Defence and any relevant 

information emanating from the Iraq Historic Allegations Team (IHAT) and Service 

Prosecution Authority.  

12. Having considered all the documents which are to be supplied to him and any 

further documents or information which he may have requested the Inspector will 

decide what needs to be disclosed to interested persons, the next of kin of the 

deceased or the public to enable the investigations to be accessible and subject 

to public scrutiny.  

13. Where the Ministry of Defence considers publication or disclosure would be 

damaging to national security, international relations of the State, or the safety of 

an individual it shall bring its considerations to the notice of the Inspector who, 

having heard such representations from the Ministry as may be necessary, will 

determine the extent to which publication or disclosure is required in order to 

achieve the aims and purpose of the investigations. 
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14. At the conclusion of an investigation the Inspector will produce a written report 

which sets out: 

(a) A narrative account of the circumstances in which the death occurred; and 

(b) Any recommendations he has decided to make. 

15. The report will not be concerned to determine or address any person’s criminal or 

civil liability. But the investigations are not to be inhibited by the likelihood of 

liability being inferred from the facts found or recommendations made. 

2.3 I have followed the procedures and format adopted in previous reports. The details appear 

from the sections of those reports entitled: ‘The Procedures and Format of the Investigations.’ 

2.4 By the time it had become necessary to hold a public hearing and to question the four 

soldiers involved, I had concluded that fairness to the soldiers and the family of the 

deceased required that my findings in connection with the drowning should not be held up 

by a need for me to investigate the detail of the wider circumstances that may have existed 

into which the conduct of the soldiers could be understood, including policy considerations 

and attention given by the military chain of command to the measures being adopted by BF 

when dealing with looting. 

2.5 As a result, I made public my decision 6  to deliver my report on the circumstances 

surrounding the death of Mr Ali without expressing any detailed conclusions about the wider 

circumstances, until more information and evidence had become available. 

2.6 I received non-use assurances from the Attorney General’s Office on 19th February 2016, and 

from Fatou Bensouda of the International Criminal Court on 18th March 2016 (see the website 

for further details). I made public statements on 22nd January 2016 and at the public hearing 

of the four soldiers’ evidence on the 18th of May 2016. Further statements dated 27th June 

2016 and 1st July 2016 are on the website.  

 
6 IFI 18/05/16, page 4, lines 7-14 
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SECTION 3: A BRIEF SUMMARY OUTLINE 
TO THE INCIDENT AT SHATT AL BASRA 
CANAL AND THE EVENTS LEADING UP TO 
THE INCIDENT 

3.1 The following version of events appears in the summary of the RMP evidence, the evidence 

at court martial (summarised in Appendices 1 and 2) and from the statements and oral 

evidence in this Investigation (summarised in section 6 below).  

3.2 At about 09:30 on 8th May 2003, soldiers from No.1 Company (‘No.1 Coy’) 1 Irish Guards (‘1 

IG’) were on static guard duty at Basra General Hospital (‘BGH’) approximately 2km west 

from the City Centre. The duty entailed a Warrior Armoured Personnel Carrier (‘Warrior’), Call-

sign (‘CS’) One-Two, with a three-man crew, being positioned in a visible location at the front 

of BGH to deter looters. The three-man crew of the Warrior remained with the vehicle, and 

the six-man dismount sections were located in a rest room in BGH. 

3.3 In the morning, some Iraqi Auxiliary Policemen alerted the CS to suspected looters within a 

derelict industrial compound in an area near Sa’ad Square, to the rear of BGH. The dismount 

section, led by SO19, accompanied them to the scene and discovered 20-30 people. After a 

chase, four Iraqi nationals, including Mr Ali aged about 15, and Mr Hanoon, aged 22, and 

two others who have never been identified, were detained by Iraqi policemen and members 

of the dismount section. 

3.4 They were taken to a pool area about 15 x 15 m in size,7 and the policemen forcibly removed 

their clothing and made them enter and roll in a stagnant pool of water.  While they were in 

the stagnant water, police officers and others and, (according to Mr Hanoon, soldiers8) threw 

“bricks” at them.9 After this treatment, the soldiers took the four looters to the front of BGH 

where the Warrior was stationed. 

3.5 They were subsequently taken in the Warrior from BGH to the Al-Zubair bridge (‘Bridge 4’) 

on the Shatt Al Basra canal by SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18, which was about 8 km from 

BGH. SO15 was the Commander of the Warrior (‘Veh Comd’). SO16 was the driver, SO17, 

the gunner. S017 travelled inside the Warrior along with SO18, a dismount.10  

 
7 See Appendix 16 
8 Hanoon MOD-08-0000321-Z, paragraph 10 
9 SO18 IFI 18/05/16, page 49, line 6 – page 50, line 24 
10 Ibid, page 51, lines 8-14 
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3.6 At the canal, all four detainees entered the water. SO16, SO17 and SO18 untied the four 

detainees. SO17 and SO18 walked two of them to the water’s edge. SO16 then directed the 

remaining two detainees to the water’s edge.  

3.7 At times it has been suggested by the soldiers that the four detainees, without being 

directed to do so, simply entered the water. Mr Hanoon said they were forced to enter the 

water at gunpoint.11 Whether literally “at gunpoint” 12 or not, I have no doubt that they were 

compelled to enter the water. Detainees 1 and 2 swam to one of the pillars of the bridge and 

escaped. Mr Hanoon was able to stand or tread water until the soldiers departed, and he 

then took a taxi back home. He also gave evidence that the soldiers threw stones to force 

them into deeper water. I am unable to reach a conclusion on this specific evidence, 

however, whether true or not, it adds little to my core finding that they were forced into the 

water. Mr Hanoon witnessed Mr Ali floundering and submerging.13 

3.8 There is evidence that he submerged for a second time, and that SO15 told SO16 that if he 

came up again he (SO16) would have to go in and get him.14  He did not resurface. The 

soldiers then left without any attempt to rescue him. I shall return to these matters when 

dealing with the soldiers’ evidence.  

3.9 The authority to travel to Bridge 4 and the reason for doing so has been considered by me, 

given the long distance the Warrior travelled, and because the question of whether it was a 

planned journey for the purpose of putting the looters into the canal has been a central 

consideration, both at court martial and in this Investigation.  

3.10 Later on 8th May, Mr Ali’s father, Mr Jabbar Kareem Ali (‘the deceased’s father’), went in 

search of him after he had failed to return home. Local people informed him that British 

soldiers had arrested his son. When he went to the police station, he was told to return the 

following morning, and in the course of the morning he was informed of the drowning.   

3.11 On 10th May 2003, Mr Hanoon reported to the Royal Military Police (‘RMP’) that on the 8th of 

May, while in the custody of the UK Armed Forces, Mr Ali had drowned. At 2:30 pm on 10th 

May, Mr Ali’s father recovered his son's body, which had emerged close to Bridge 4 and 

was brought ashore. The body was then taken to the Iraqi police station and he reported the 

death. He also reported the drowning to the RMP. The body was then taken to a local 

hospital where Dr Nadeem Raheem Shea’a examined him and gave the cause of death as 

 
11 Hanoon MOD-08-0000321-Z, paragraph 16 
12 Ibid 
13 Ibid, paragraph 17 
14 SO16 MOD-83-0000301, paragraph 31 
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drowning.15 A post mortem was not carried out before he was buried in accordance with 

religious practices. Mr Ali was buried in the early hours of the following morning at An Najaf 

cemetery.  

3.12 Mr Ali’s body was exhumed and examined on 21st June 2003 by a pathologist, but due to 

the advanced state of putrefaction the cause of death could not be determined. It was some 

months before the soldiers were spoken to by the RMP Special Investigation Branch (‘SIB’). 

The delay was exacerbated by the fact that statements were initially obtained before the 

witnesses were questioned under caution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
15 See death certificate at Appendix 23 
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SECTION 4: THE INVESTIGATION INTO 
THE DEATH OF MR AHMED JABBAR 
KAREEM ALI 
STATEMENT OF PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS DATED 18TH 
MAY 2016 

4.1 On the 18th of May, the IFI held an oral hearing, attended by SO15, S016, SO17 and SO18. 

On that occasion I introduced the background and the key issues related to the incident 

from the evidence I had already received:16 

“Looting commenced within hours of the British Forces occupying the city. In 

days, an explosion of serious, widespread and comprehensive looting occurred.  

The buildings, the infrastructure, contents of buildings, in particular public offices, 

were stripped, contents taken out. The buildings were taken apart by hundreds, if 

not thousands, of looters.   

 There had been no preparation or planning for looting on this scale. Little or no 

instruction or training was given to soldiers. In any event, it would appear, the 

scale was well beyond the ability of the British Forces' capacity to bring under 

control.  

It was directed that specific buildings and assets had to be given some form of 

24-hour protective guard. Basra General Hospital was one such building 

and facility. Platoons of the Irish Guards provided protection on a rotational basis 

by positioning a Warrior at the front of the building, with dismounts present in the 

Basra General Hospital and available to patrol outside.  

An initial instruction that looters were to be detained and processed through the 

chain of command proved largely unworkable because of the numbers involved 

and the absence of facilities and soldiers to handle the process. 

What then happened or was happening at a policy level and in high command is 

likely to require more investigation by me, perhaps in the context of other similar 

occurrences. But for the moment I can record that it seems likely that the need to 

do something about looting fell into a procedurally formless vacuum and rested 

within the discretion of company and section commanders. 

 
16 Following passage taken from the transcript and corrected. 
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In that vacuum, and in the exercise of that discretion, it would seem that various 

homemade  processes and procedures were devised and, probably by gossip 

rather than instruction, spread to different companies and platoons. It seems likely 

that some platoons took the view there was no point in trying to  stop, deter or 

apprehend looters. Others – reasonably, as I would be likely to conclude – took 

the view that  something had to be done.  

As I have said, the detail and significance of the absence of instruction are for 

more investigation by me and they will be considered. But I need not and do not 

want the matters which I have to examine in what could be termed the wider 

background circumstances affecting the chain of command to hold up what I see 

as the high priority for everybody, in particular the soldiers here today and the 

family in Iraq, to get on with the focused part of my investigation, which centres 

on what happened at the canal. 

The only need for me by way of record is to state that among the homemade 

procedures to which I have referred, two of them have a relevance in this case: 

first, the taking of looters and depositing them a distance away from the looting; 

and secondly, making looters wet, not as might conventionally be a method to 

break up rioting, namely using fire hoses or water cannon, but by detaining one or 

more of them and then seeing that they were made wet by a measure of 

immersion in any water which might be available, either nearby or at hand or at 

some distance.   

It is well known that the four soldiers who have attended today in response to my 

request – and for their attendance I express my appreciation – were prosecuted in 

court-martial proceedings for manslaughter and they were acquitted. 

For reasons connected with the pursuit of that prosecution, a considerable degree 

of attention was paid to the military considerations and orderliness of a Warrior 

departing from the static position, leaving any dismounts who were there at the 

Basra General Hospital, and then travelling a distance from the secure operation 

in which it was actually involved. That is not a matter upon which I wish to spend 

a great deal of time today.  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Further, for the convenience of the trial, the exposures of looters to being made 

wet was referred to by counsel as "the practice of wetting". That phrase, it seems, 

has achieved as a result a form of recognised status which in my judgment may 

well not be merited. Insofar as it could be regarded as a practice, it remains 

something I will look into after today and perhaps, as I say, in the context of any 

other similar case.   

 Further, a section of the evidence centred at the court-martial upon allegations of 

specific acts taken by  the soldiers to force the looters into the canal. I want to 

emphasise to them today that I am much more concerned for them to grasp and 

recognise the undeniable fact that four looters entered the water of the canal up 

to their waists; as I would, applying common sense, be minded to conclude, 

obviously not because they wanted to spend time splashing about in the shallows 

of the canal before walking home. One of them floundered and was seen to go 

under, but he was not rescued and he drowned.   

These are, as I see it, from all the evidence I have heard or gathered, undeniable 

facts. I want the soldiers today to grapple and grasp those facts and for us to 

move the investigation on from those undeniable facts so that we have as 

thorough an understanding of what happened at the canal as I can achieve.  

The soldiers have made statements for the purposes of this investigation, and I 

am grateful to them. They are on the website. They have had the benefit of legal 

advice and assistance in that process, and they still have the benefit of legal 

advice and guidance. I am grateful to their solicitors for the work that has been 

done. But as I have already said, the purpose of today and my investigation at the 

moment is to take matters beyond the level of clarity achieved at the court-martial, 

beyond the level of clarity which I have endeavoured to emphasise today.   

I have already explained that I am not here to determine culpability but to find the 

facts. I have explained to them – and they must well know, but if they are in 

doubt, they must ask me and tell me – that in giving their accounts, they should 

not be inhibited by fears that they may incriminate themselves. They have the 

benefit of assurances from the Attorney General and from the International 

Criminal Court in connection with their own evidence. They have protection under 

the general law, which militates against being prosecuted again. 
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Now is the time for each of them to give me the details so that I can report fully 

and adequately, and put an end to investigations into what they did on 8 May 

2003. What was done or known about on a wider front may have to wait. 

I cannot overemphasise how important it is that each of the soldiers realises the 

framework of today. By giving me an account which is candid and full and honest, 

each has protection. Unevenness between accounts as given might have the 

effect of leaving a particular member of that group exposed, not in a way which I 

can be sure, but exposed to the appearance, in any event, that he has been less 

than candid.   

 It is in the interests of each one of you to put an end to this investigation and 

enable me to leave no matters open. Putting an end to it is in everybody's 

interests, your interests, so many years after the event. Like the family of the 

deceased, you, I know, have suffered, some perhaps more than others. But the 

remedy lies in what we do between now and about 1 o'clock.   

Before asking you to come forward, let me explain the impact of what has already 

been said to me.  

On the evidence I have received so far, I am far from satisfied by a suggestion 

which has been put forward that the Warrior travelled 8 kilometres, to within a few 

metres of the edge of the water in the canal, simply to deposit the four looters 

away from the  looting site and because, additionally and incidentally, it was a 

convenient point to turn the Warrior around; and yet further, incidentally, four 

looters entered the water. That does not have, to me, any ring of a reality about it, 

and I want realism. 

On the evidence I have received so far, I am not impressed by a suggestion that 

the four looters voluntarily walked into the canal. Again I ask for common sense. 

They were in the presence of four fully armed soldiers and had been detained 

and conveyed in close quarters, cuffed by rags, it would seem, to each other, or 

in pairs, inside an armoured vehicle. On any basis, people subjected in that 

position and detained  would have been terrified of the whole experience, and 

when they arrived at Bridge Four and the edge of the canal could not be 

regarded, it seems to me, by someone exercising common sense, as people who 

had exercised a choice to go into the canal.  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While some of the soldiers speak of the looters in the water, I am not presently 

impressed by the suggestion that not all of the soldiers were sufficiently proximate 

to know and see what happened.17 

4.2 The contents of my statement, set out above, stand as part of this report and comprise my 

conclusions to date on the existence of a wider context in which the conduct of the soldiers 

occurred.  

 
17 IFI 18/05/2016, Page 3, line 7 - page 10 line 6 
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SECTION 5: SUMMARY OF THE WITNESS 
EVIDENCE 
Michael Lawrence Riddell-Webster18 

5.1 Lieutenant Colonel (‘Lt Col’) Michael Riddell-Webster was the Commanding Officer (‘CO’) of 

the Black Watch (‘BW’) battlegroup (‘BG’). He explained that, initially, the BW BG did not 

include the IG. No 1 and No 2 Coys 1 IG came under his subordination on 11th April 2003.  

On 9th May 2003 No 1 Coy 1 IG was recovered to Germany. Orders came down from Maj 

Gen Robin Brimms, the Divisional Comd. The mission was to take Basra, and it was known 

that they would probably be involved in maintaining order..19 

5.2 As soon as the troops entered Basra, they encountered wide-scale looting.  People were 

carrying things off with their hands, on donkey carts, or on the roofs of their cars, even 

though there was not much to loot. The BW BG had some experience of maintaining law and 

order as they had been to Kosovo in 2001, which helped during the advance planning prior 

to the invasion of Iraq. However, at that time BW had not included anyone from the IG.  

Some thought had been given to looting, but the scale of it took everyone by surprise and 

the limited manpower available meant that there was little that could be done. Lt Col Riddell-

Webster explained that he made a decision to focus on priority tasks, such as protecting 

electric sub-stations, water pumps and hospitals. Looters were much lower down the list of 

priorities and he accepted there was little that could be done about it.20 

5.3 Lt Col Riddell-Webster described some of the principal sites where looting took place.  

Initially, it was centred on the “oil-for-food” warehouse.21  Later, the principal sites were the 

Southern Oil Company depot and a depot on the southern edge of Basra, not far from BGH 

where there was a dump of concrete reinforcement bars. 22 

5.4 Every afternoon Lt Col Riddell-Webster held his BG Orders meeting and later in the evening 

he took part in a Brigade conference call.  About 20 people would attend a BG Orders 

meeting, including BG HQ staff and all sub-unit Comds.  BG Orders meetings lasted about 

45 minutes to an hour. They began with Lt Col Riddell-Webster passing on news from 7 

Armd Bde, followed by reports from those present on what was happening on the ground.23 

 
18 Riddell-Webster MOD-08-0000327-Z 
19 Ibid, paragraphs 2-3 
20 Ibid, paragraphs 3-9 
21 Ibid, paragraph 8 
22 Ibid, paragraph 16 
23 Ibid, paragraphs 10-11 
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5.5 There would have been lots of separate conversations amongst individuals as the meeting 

broke up, but Lt Col Riddell-Webster did not recall hearing anyone talking about throwing 

people into water. If he had heard of the practice he would have told people that it was not 

acceptable and would have stopped it. Similarly, he would have regarded hosing down as 

unacceptable.  

5.6 Lt Col Riddell-Webster stated that initially he would have told people not to do anything 

about the looting, but by late April 2003 priorities had shifted and they tried to do more about 

it. By this time looting had died down considerably because there was nothing left to loot.  

There had been a debate at Bde or BG HQ level regarding whether looters could be shot or 

whether shots could be fired into the air, and it was decided that neither were permissible.  

Lt Col Riddell-Webster described that the direction he gave was that looters should be 

arrested and sent down the PoW chain. Looters who were caught would be held in Coy 

bases for a couple of hours under armed guard.  Initially they were hooded but this stopped 

after a detainee who had been hooded died in custody.24  Lt Col Riddell-Webster would not 

be surprised if not all looters were being taken back to bases, given the lack of facilities and 

means to deal with them. Neither he nor Coy Comds would expect to be informed whenever 

looters were picked up, but Pl Comds would know what was going on.  

5.7 Lt Col Riddell-Webster stated that he was not aware of anyone thinking it was appropriate to 

drive over a cart filled with loot in a Warrior, and it should not have been happening.  

However, he was not surprised that Pl Comds were adopting their own home-grown 

methods to deal with and deter looting. He could believe that people were being picked up 

and dropped off elsewhere, and he would have regarded that treatment as acceptable. He 

stated that troops had not been trained on how to deal with looting. 

5.8 In Lt Col Riddell-Webster’s view the BG was ill-equipped to impose peace in Basra because 

there were not enough troops and they were not suitably equipped. The only way to prevent 

the looting and the problems which ensued would have been to have had many more 

dismounted troops and a police force.25  

Peter Charles Alfred MacMullen26 

5.9 Maj Peter MacMullen was the Coy Comd of No 1 Coy, 1 IG.  On 9th April 2003 No 1 and No 

2 Coys, 1 IG, moved from the Scots Guards to the Black Watch (‘BW’) Battle Group (‘BG’), 

which was commanded by Lt Col Riddell-Webster. BW BG commanded the part of Basra 

from the Shat Al Arab river to the main part of town. This area was divided into four blocks 

 
24 Ibid, paragraph 15 
25 Ibid, paragraph 29 
26 MacMullen MOD-83-0000338 
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under the command of four Coys; A Coy, B Coy, No 1 Coy and No 2 Coy. In No 1 Coy there 

were 160 people, who were responsible for security provision of tens to hundreds of 

thousands of people within an AOR, which lay about 5-6km into Basra along Route Red and 

about 5-6km to the east. 27  The HQ of No 1 Coy was in an old gymnasium. 28  The 

responsibilities of No 1 Coy were to provide a Pl on guard, on rest, on statics and on patrols. 

“Statics and patrols were required to prevent general disorder including looting and damage 

to persons and property.” 29 

5.10 Maj MacMullen stated that although his Coy received some training on the Geneva 

Convention in the Individual Training Directive (‘ITD’) package regarding the Laws of Armed 

Conflict (‘LOAC’), they did not receive any training regarding the Rules of Engagement 

(‘ROE’), nor were they issued with cards setting out the ROE.30  Any notification that there had 

been a change in the ROE would have come from Division to Brigade to BG Comd 7 

Brigade (‘Comd 7 Bde’), who was Brigadier Graham Binns. However, Maj MacMullen did not 

recall receiving any formal notification at any point that there had been a change in the ROE.  

He did, however, recall feeling that there was a natural change in the phase of operations on 

about the 6th or the 7th of April 2003.31 

5.11 Around March to April 2003 there were a lot of raids and attacks taking place. However, 

there was little direction from higher in the chain of command regarding how to deal with the 

situation.  Maj MacMullen recalled feeling that Lt Col Riddell-Webster was keen for things to 

transition from the war fighting to peacekeeping phase, but it all happened very quickly, with 

no training on how to handle civilians.32 

5.12 BG Orders Meetings were held at HQ 1 BW on a daily basis. There were about 20 – 30 

people present at BG Orders Meetings:  the most senior person was Lt Col Riddell-Webster, 

followed by his 2iC, Maj Nick Channer.33  There would have been between four to six Coy 

Comdrs as well as Signals Officers, the Regimental Sergeant Major (‘RSM’) and the Pl 

Comdrs. Lt Col Riddell-Webster would give his orders and would then receive a SITREP from 

the Coy Comdrs. Maj MacMullen described discussions at BG Orders Meetings between 

Coy Comdrs regarding how other Coys were dealing with looters. He had heard that 2 Coy 

and A Coy, which faced the Shatt Al-Arab river, had put looters into the river and made them 

swim back.34  He did not think this served any practical purpose but was more a means of 

 
27 See map PCAM/1 at Appendix 15 
28 Ibid, paragraphs 2-5 
29 Ibid, paragraph 10 
30 Ibid, paragraphs 6-7 
31 Ibid, paragraph 8 
32 Ibid, paragraph 9 
33 Ibid, paragraph 11 
34 Ibid, paragraph 18 
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punishment.35  He also recalled a practice of driving looters to another location and dropping 

them off.36 

5.13 Maj MacMullen held his Coy Orders (‘O Gp Meetings’) within the Coy each evening.37 Those 

present at O Gp Meetings would have included Lt Daniel O’Connell (as No 1 Pl Comd), Coy 

2iC Niall Brennan and Coy Sgt Maj SO20.38  

5.14 Around the time that No 1 Coy 1 IG moved to the BW BG, looting was rife. Anything that had 

been part of the establishment was seen as fair game: incidents included ripping out air-

conditioning units and windows from police stations, incubators from the maternity ward of a 

hospital and looting of banks.  He described the lawlessness as like the Wild West.39  Initially, 

soldiers arrested people suspected of being a PoW. Maj MacMullen had written an entry in 

his notebook, which said “bag and tag”,40 which he presumed referred to what he felt they 

were permitted to do with PoWs.  After being captured, PoWs were bagged and cuffed, 

taken to camp to the RSM and then to the PoW cage in Um Qasar.41  He recalled a practice 

of driving looters to another location and dropping them off.42  His diary entry from 10th April 

2003 records orders from Lt Col Riddell-Webster to “stop looting, guard and control, and 

stop the stealing of cars”, but there were no specific directions on how to stop the looting.43 

One way in which some soldiers punished looters was by writing “Ali Baba” on their 

foreheads in permanent marker.44   Maj MacMullen recalled being told at a BG Orders 

Meeting not to arrest looters anymore as there was nowhere for them to go.45 He did not see 

FRAGO 091, which included the ‘Commanders Guide to Looting’46 dated 9th April 2003.47 

5.15 Maj MacMullen recalled a specific incident where he stopped and reprimanded a looter who 

was carrying a fridge on a donkey and cart, with crowds all around who were shouting at 

him to punish the looter.  The situation was incredibly fraught.48 

5.16 Maj MacMullen would have expected Comds to report to Coy HQ with a verbal report 

regarding where they had encountered looters and what they had done with them,49 but 

 
35 Ibid, paragraph 20 
36 Ibid, paragraph 18 
37 Ibid, paragraph 11 
38 Ibid, paragraph 29 
39 Ibid, paragraph 12 
40 Ibid, paragraph 17 
41 Ibid, paragraph 17 
42 Ibid, paragraph 18 
43 Ibid, paragraph 15 
44 Ibid, paragraph 13 
45 Ibid, paragraph 17 
46 MOD-08-0000324, page 11  
47 MacMullen MOD-83-0000338, paragraph 16 
48 Ibid, paragraph 13 
49 Ibid, paragraph 23 
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decisions in individual cases were left to Comds to deal with in their discretion, “without 

crossing the decency threshold’”.50 He was adamant that the idea of putting looters in water 

to get them wet was discussed in the forum of BG Orders Meetings, and at no point did Lt 

Col Riddell-Webster say that it had to stop. Maj MacMullen would have thought of throwing 

someone in the river as a pragmatic solution, “as it didn’t on the face of it seem to be hurting 

anyone.” 51  However, he would not have recommended it to his own Coy, as their AOR did 

not have a river frontage, and he would have deemed the risk involved in driving to the canal 

at the other end of their AOR as unacceptable.52 He did not think he had personally seen 

anyone thrown or forced into rivers.53  Maj MacMullen “did not know that people were being 

put into muddy puddles by the Iraqi police.” 54 

5.17 On the night before No 1 Coy left Basra, Maj MacMullen recalled telling his Coy “Don’t do 

anything.  Just be there at points guarding”, “don’t move from your location”, “don’t go and 

do anything with the locals” 55 as he did not want anybody to take any undue risks in the final 

24 hours. 

5.18 Maj MacMullen would “categorically” not have expected the Warrior to leave its position on 

guard duty at BGH.56 If anyone had radioed through to ask what to do with looters on the 8th of 

May 2003, he would have expected the response to be to let them go, even if there were a 

crowd of baying Iraqis present.  He did not think the looters would have been killed if they had 

been released into the crowd.57 The thought of the Warrior going as far as Bridge 4 made him 

“feel uncomfortable, especially as there had previously been heavy fighting in the area.” 58   

Niall Patrick Brennan59 

5.19 Capt Niall Brennan was the 2iC of No 1 Coy, 1 IG. He was responsible for the day-to-day 

running of the Coy including the establishment and running of the Coy Ops Room, which 

was located within the gymnasium complex.60  

5.20 Capt Brennan was employed within the Ops Room for up to 20 hours a day and would have 

been present in the Ops Room on most if not all days.61 There were never fewer than three 

 
50 Ibid, paragraph 24 
51 Ibid, paragraph 38 
52 Ibid, paragraph 25 
53 Ibid, paragraph 36 
54 Ibid, paragraph 28 
55 Ibid, paragraph 22 
56 Ibid, paragraph 33 
57 Ibid, paragraph 35 
58 Ibid, paragraph 37 
59 Brennan MOD-83-0000317-Z 
60 Ibid, paragraph 3 
61 Ibid, paragraph 4 
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people employed in the Ops Room at any one time, but in total there could be up to 10 

individuals conducting tasks such as booking out or preparing briefs. 62  Ordinarily, the 

Watchkeeper and Signaller would be manning the BG and Coy nets respectively and were 

responsible for sending and receiving radio messages and maintaining entries within the 

Radio Operator’s Logs.63  However, due to the volume of radio traffic on both nets it was 

impossible to keep a contemporaneous record of all messages received, and it became 

acceptable practice to record only radio traffic considered ‘critical’. This meant information 

relating to contacts on the ground would always be recorded, but traffic regarded as routine, 

such as CSs assuming duty or returning to locations, may not always have been recorded.64 

5.21 He remembered there being fighting at the university on the 3rd of April 2003, which he 

recalled as being the last day of combat Ops. On that day two soldiers were killed. The next 

day, the fighting had stopped and suddenly troops were acting as policemen in charge of a 

city, but with no idea what to do. They were completely unprepared.65  

5.22 Once No 1 Coy moved to peace enforcement the main concern was looters. There were 

around 200 men in control of the whole southern part of Basra.66 In some situations two to 

three soldiers were attempting to control thousands of looters.67  Civilians were stealing 

everything: he recalled stopping an old man who was stealing a lamppost from a motorway.  

Civilians would also turn up to watch the army fight against the Fedayeen.68  Capt Brennan 

did not recall asking whether they were allowed to shoot looters, as it was obvious to him 

that they could not shoot someone just for stealing but, under the ROE, they were allowed to 

shoot somebody if they posed a threat (i.e. were holding a weapon). However, looters were 

generally not armed and would not have posed a threat.69 If Capt Brennan had seen an 

individual with a weapon he would have felt that he could shoot.70  

5.23 During the peacekeeping phase there were regular attacks on the gym and a constant threat 

from shelling and mortaring. Only around 50 looters were ever brought back to the gym.  

Capt Brennan recalled on one occasion seeing a guardsman guarding around 10 looters 

who were in plasticuffs with sandbags on their heads. He immediately decided that they 

could not do that.71   

 
62 Ibid, paragraph 5 
63 Ibid, paragraphs 7-8 
64 Ibid, paragraph 9 
65 Ibid, paragraph 13 
66 Ibid, paragraph 10 
67 Ibid, paragraph 15 
68 Ibid, paragraph 11 
69 Ibid, paragraph 13 
70 Ibid, paragraph 14 
71 Ibid, paragraph 17 
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5.24 Capt Brennan was aware that one of the methods for dealing with looters was throwing them 

into one of the waterways. He recalled seeing soldiers from No 2 Coy, whose AOR included 

a body of water, throwing people off a pier. No 1 Coy’s AOR did not include a body of water, 

but if water had been readily accessible then No 1 Coy would also routinely have used this 

method of punishment.72  Lt Col Riddell-Webster would have been aware of the practice, and 

Capt Brennan thought he recalled personally discussing it with Lt Col Riddell-Webster at a 

BG Orders Meeting.73 

5.25 The purpose in throwing looters into water was that if they had to walk home dripping wet 

then it would be shameful for them. Although it was potentially dangerous if people could not 

swim, Capt Brennan did not think they considered that someone might drown as a result.  

The presence of sharp objects in the water was a bigger danger. If it was clear that 

someone was in difficulty he would have expected a soldier to go in and help them.74   

5.26 SO15 was not required to ask for permission for everything he did. Whether or not the 

Warrior should leave the dismounts at BGH was a decision for him to take as the Veh Comd.  

Ordinarily, had SO15 radioed in and asked for permission to leave BGH then Capt Brennan 

would have given it. However, if he had been asked on 8th May 2003 then he would  

have refused permission because they were leaving the next day.75 What concerned Capt 

Brennan about SO15 driving to Bridge 4 was that it was outside his AOR, but if SO15 had 

told Capt Brennan that he had done so, in circumstances in which Mr Ali hadn’t drowned, 

then he would not have told SO15 not to do it again.76   

SO2077 

5.27 SO20 was Coy Sgt Maj (‘CSM’) of No 1 Coy, 1 IG.78  His responsibilities as CSM included 

the security of the base (the gym), the administration of the base and its personnel, and the 

receipt and control of prisoners brought back to the gym by unit personnel.79  He was mainly 

concerned with administration, including which Pls were on rest and which were on security 

at any given time.  He would not have briefed CS Comds: this would have been done by the 

Coy Comd.80     

 
72 Ibid, paragraph 19 
73 Ibid, paragraph 22 
74 Ibid, paragraphs 27-28 
75 Ibid, paragraphs 24-25 
76 Ibid, paragraph 31 
77 SO20 MOD-83-0000330 
78 Ibid, paragraph 1 
79 Ibid, paragraph 3 
80 Ibid, paragraph 21 
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5.28 He described how looting was happening on a vast scale from shortly after No 1 Coy 

captured the College of Literature in Basra City on 6th or 7th April 2003.81  He recalled that 

Maj MacMullen had relayed an order from Divisional HQ that the looting had to stop, but 

there was no direction given as to how to achieve that. They were just told to arrest looters 

and to pass them up the chain of command to Bde HQ (which was in the Basra place) or to 

BG HQ.82   

5.29 SO20 did not recall seeing any legal instructions produced and filtering down to Comds. He 

did not recall giving specific orders to use “minimum force” on looters or being briefed about 

“temporary detention”,83 as appears in FRAGO 91.84 He stated that, unlike his experiences in 

Northern Ireland and the Balkans, soldiers did not receive any training for peacekeeping in 

Basra. The situation was different to Northern Ireland, where the majority of looters were 

controlled by the police. SO20 did not recall there being any police in Basra at the relevant 

time.85  

5.30 SO20 recalled that at one stage around 20-30 looters were being brought into the gym each 

day, but there was insufficient space to deal with or to hold them all. He told soldiers that if 

people were not posing a threat they should let them go. 86  He recalled that at some point 

he became aware that looters were not being brought back to the gym but were being 

driven off and dumped somewhere else, but he did not know how far they were being 

taken.87 Bridge 4 was not in No 1 Coy’s AOR, but it was a location well known to the 

soldiers, including CS One-Two, as on the south side of the Bridge there was a bus depot, 

which No 1 Coy had occupied for four days to launch attacks into Basra.88  

5.31 Regarding the circumstances of the incident on 8th May 2003, SO20 stated that the patrol 

outside the BGH was a standing patrol and so, depending on its mission, the CS should not 

have left the location at all. It should not have moved from its position unless directed by the 

Ops room, and he would only have expected the Ops officer to give permission for standing 

patrol to leave the BGH if the CS had come under attack, there was a change of mission, or 

someone was taken ill. He would not have expected permission to have been given to leave 

BGH and drive that distance in order to deal with looters. However, he did not recall ever 

hearing that soldiers were taking looters to put them into water.89 

 
81 Ibid, paragraph 4 
82 Ibid, paragraphs 8-10 
83 Ibid, paragraph 29 
84 MOD-08-0000324 
85 SO20 MOD-83-0000330, paragraph 31 
86 Ibid, paragraph 13 
87 Ibid, paragraph 27 
88 Ibid, paragraph 26 
89 Ibid, paragraph 24 
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5.32 SO20 stated that the driver of the Warrior is under total control of the Veh Comd, and does 

not make any decisions. There should be two people in the turret of the Warrior at all times: 

the gunner, who engages, and the Veh Comd. As well as questioning why the BGH was left 

unprotected, he questioned why there was only one person in the turret on 8th May 2003, as 

there would have been no one to operate the weapons systems in the event of an ambush.90  

He stated that even if a Veh Comd were allowed to make decisions such as to drive looters 

8km away, he should have known that he had to inform the Ops room of that decision.91  

Daniel Charles Morgan O’Connell92 

5.33 Lt Daniel O’Connell was No 1 Pl Comd, No 1 Coy, 1 IG.93  He explained that No 1 Coy was 

split into four Pls, each having 4 Warriors and in excess of 30 members.94  The only other IG 

Coy within the BW BG was No 2 Coy, which was based in the old palace.95 

5.34 Lt O’Connell recalled the looting being at its worst when No 1 Coy first arrived in Basra.96  

There was not a plan for any of the tasks that the troops were asked to deal with, which 

included looting, rubbish clearance and the provision of water and electricity.97  He described 

the streets of Basra as “chaos”.98    

5.35 When land rovers went out on patrol they would encounter thousands of looters stealing 

things like metal and air con units. Troops would try to move looters off the premises that 

they were looting at the time, but this was futile as when the troops returned the looters 

would be back again.99  If there had been more manpower on the ground it might have been 

possible to arrest looters and take them to a holding centre, but he did not know what could 

have been done with the looters once they had been taken there. He did not think the gym 

could have taken in any more looters, but he did not specifically recall SO20 instructing them 

not to bring looters into the gym anymore.100  

5.36 There were no coherent instructions from Bde about how to deal with looters.101 Lt O’Connell 

attended O Gp meetings each night. At O Gp meetings MacMullen would pass on the 

instructions he had received at BG Orders Meetings, and in turn Lt O’Connell and other  
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Pl Comds would pass the orders on to those under their command.102  He did not recall 

having seen FRAGO 091.103 He would have expected a document like that to have been 

disseminated at O Gp meetings if it was distributed at all.104  

5.37 Lt O’Connell was aware that people were putting looters into water, although he could not 

recall when it was discussed or if this was at O Gp meetings. Most roads in Basra had an 

irrigation ditch next to them which was about 2m wide and full of disgusting water.  The idea 

behind putting looters into the water was that they would have to go home and get changed, 

but there was also an element of humiliation. Lt O’Connell saw it as a common sense 

solution, akin to using water cannons on looters to deter them. However, he did not recall 

hearing anyone refer to seeing looters being thrown off piers or being thrown into a river. He 

never saw anyone being put into the Shatt Al-Basra canal.105 

5.38 The four Pls which made up No 1 Coy worked on a four-day shift change, consisting of a 

rest day, camp security (guarding the gymnasium), patrol tasks and static tasks (which was 

either at BGH, or at one other location). He would not have expected any of his Sect Comds 

to give him a detailed account of what they were doing, however he would not have 

expected the Warrior to have moved off from its position guarding BGH unless it was given a 

command to do so. The role of the Warrior was to stay and guard BGH, however Lt 

O’Connell would not necessarily have found out if it had moved.106 

5.39 If SO15 had asked Lt O’Connell over the radio what to do with a group of looters who had 

been caught, subjected to maltreatment by Iraqi police, pulled through a pool of water and 

then handcuffed and brought to BGH, he would have told SO15 to ensure they left the area.  

However, there were alternatives to taking looters away in the Warrior: either in a Landrover 

(of which there were a couple but not many), or by foot.107  He was surprised that the Warrior 

had on this occasion been taken 8km from BGH to Bridge 4 as that was a “long way” from 

BGH. Lt O’Connell would not personally have wanted to go into the river at Bridge 4: it was a 

big river, which if you threw someone into, you would be “asking for trouble”.108 

5.40 Lt O’Connell recalled Maj MacMullen giving an instruction at the O Gp meeting on the 

evening of 7th May 2003 to “keep everything tight”, as the next day was the final day before 
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pulling out. Lt O’Connell passed this on and he was aware that there was a message going 

round the troops that they were about to leave.109 

5.41 Two individuals from No 1 Pl died, but they were from the Drums and Pipes units, and not 

from CS One-Two. Lt O’Connell did not think their deaths would have had a direct impact on 

the behaviour of SO15 or other members of CS One-Two.110  

5.42 In Lt O’Connell’s view different troops could have been sent in after the combat phase as the 

transition to a peacekeeping role was tough and many of the soldiers had been affected by 

the fighting they had experienced.111 

SO21112 

5.43 SO21 was No 2 Pl Comd, No 1 Coy, 1 IG.113  There were about 164 men in the Coy. He 

described the “huge scale” of looting, which commenced within hours of moving into Basra, 

and which was primarily directed at state institutions such as universities and hospitals, or 

corporations such as banks, petrol stations, engineering and fabrication yards. Within the 

first 24 hours of entering Basra, No 1 Coy established static guards on three locations within 

their AOR to deter looters: BGH, the Rasheed Bank Seef 60 and a petrol station.114  

5.44 There was an instruction from Bde level to deter looting, but no specific instructions on how 

to do so.115  They were instructed that arresting was not a general option for looting, but there 

was limited direction on the actions to take in place of arrest.116 

5.45 Different Pls developed their own methods of delivering “on-the-spot justice”. SO21 

described how his own policy was to take the loot off looters and to destroy their means of 

looting,117 for example by driving over a cart if it was being used for looting. If he had seen 

anyone walking around the streets with a weapon he would likely also have driven over the 

weapon.118  He was aware that No 3 Pl had, on occasion, taken looters away from the scene 

of the looting in the back of a Warrior and dropped them off somewhere else on their patrol 

route so that they had a long walk home.119  He had heard of people using water as a 

deterrent and was aware that ‘wetting’ had occurred but he had not seen it himself or heard 
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of anyone being taken to the Shatt Al-Basra canal. He would have been surprised if that 

were a practice as it involved going all the way to the edge of the Coy’s boundary, and 

would have presented a security risk.120 

5.46 SO21 stated that his Pl were familiar with the ROE, and would have received legal instruction 

on the ROE prior to deployment. He would be surprised if they had not each been given 

cards to carry with the ROE on them, as this had certainly occurred on his tours in Kosovo 

and Northern Ireland.121 He recalled some discussions regarding changes to the ROE “at 

some point”.122 

5.47 SO21 recalled that the term ‘Ali Baba’ was used to describe a thief, and one method of 

deterrence used was to write ‘Ali Baba’ on looters’ foreheads with a marker pen. He recalled 

this practice being discouraged, but this may have been later, around 2007.123  He also had 

a recollection of seeing people sandbagged. He did not remember any specific instances 

when his Pl had sandbagged detainees, but accepted that they probably had done so, 

especially in circumstances where an interpreter was nervous of being recognised by a 

detainee or they were unsure of the security risk posed by a detainee.124 

5.48 SO21 recalled that some looters were detained and taken back to the gymnasium to be 

processed and then either sent up to HQ or released.  That would have been for the more 

extreme cases, as there were so many looters that it was impractical to arrest people solely 

for looting.125  If looters were arrested they would have been brought to the gym in the back 

of a Warrior and then handed on.126  He did not recall whether there came a time that the 

gym was such an inadequate place to take detainees that they were taken direct 

elsewhere.127   

5.49 SO21 stated that the Warrior should only have left its static guard position at BGH if it was 

coming back to base, and only then if there was another Warrior on hand to relieve it. He 

stated that a Warrior had one section, which included six or seven dismounts, and there 

would have been a couple of vehicles on Quick Reaction Force (‘QRF’) back at the gym.128 
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SO19129 

5.50 Lance Corporal (LCpl) SO19 was the Section Commander (‘Sect Comd’) of CS One-Two, No 

1 Pl, No 1 Coy, 1 IG. He was in charge of the dismount section, which consisted of 

Guardsmen SO27, SO18, SO24 and SO22.130   

5.51 SO19 recalled that looting was rife. Soldiers were required to go from war fighting to 

peacekeeping “at the flick of a coin”,131 with very little, if any, training in peacekeeping. 

Although some of the men had been in Kosovo or Northern Ireland, most of the soldiers in 

Basra in 2003 were young men for whom this was their first experience of war.132  He did not 

remember being given any precise orders on how to deal with looters: in both the war 

fighting and peacekeeping phase the only thing they were told to do with people they 

captured was to send them up the chain of command. He did not recall being given any 

briefings on applicable legal principles such as LOAC.133  

5.52 Because SO19 was in charge of dismounts, it would have been him or possibly SO15 who 

would have made decisions regarding who to stop and search, as and when the situation 

arose. He did not think there was a standard protocol.134  

5.53 SO19 described how duties at BGH rotated between QRF, guarding BGH, and doing 

weapons, cleaning or washing. Sleep times were staggered; depending on which rotation 

they were on. SO19’s section, which consisted of LCpl S026, and Gdsms SO22, SO24, 

SO18 and SO27, would always be required for QRF.135  The purpose of dismounts being at 

BGH was to protect BGH by carrying out foot patrols in pairs around the perimeter wall.  

Whilst men were on patrol, others waited inside BGH.136   

5.54 SO19 described how he instructed the men on foot patrol to inform him on the radio if they 

encountered any difficulties such as looting. He recalled on one occasion going out to assist 

when looters had been encountered on the other side of the perimeter wall by the swamps.  

He described how they had gone out, detained the looters, brought them back through BGH 

and handed them over to SO15 to take to the chain of command. He stated that in that 

instance, SO15 would take the looters back to the gym or another designated area, and 

would have to leave the BGH site and travel a few miles in the Warrior. Although the Warrior 

was generally stationed at BGH, it was a regular occurrence for it to leave BGH, sometimes 
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for hours, in order to take the looters back to the chain of command. At those times, the 

chain of command must have known that the dismounts who had been left at BGH were 

unprotected. 137  

5.55 SO19 was present at daily Coy Orders meetings held by Maj MacMullen.  He did not recall 

reporting anything to do with looters at those meetings, as it was “too much of a routine 

occurrence”.138  He did not remember any message filtering down not to bring looters back 

to the gym because there was no room for them,139 nor did he remember Maj MacMullen 

giving any particular briefing not to do anything with looters on the 8th of May 2003 because 

they were pulling out of Basra the next day.140 

5.56 SO19 recalled that on the 8th of May 2003, he was called out to the perimeter wall with one 

or two others in order to deal with looters. He did not now recall who went with him, but it 

could have been SO22 and SO24. He remembered there being three looters there, as well 

as Iraqi policemen, and a crowd that had gathered. The looters were fully clothed, but he 

did not know if they were wet or not. SO19 described how he and the men he was with took 

the looters back to BGH through a hole in the perimeter wall and handed them over to SO15 

to take them in the Warrior back to the chain of command, as “that was the routine.” It was 

for SO15 to decide what to do with the looters. SO19 was aware that SO15 had taken the 

looters away in the Warrior with a couple of soldiers in the back, as the looters would not 

have been able to be in the back of the Warrior on their own. He sent one of his men, Gdsm 

SO18, to assist, and had no objection to doing so.141  

5.57 SO19 did not remember being present in the restroom when SO18 returned or recall a 

conversation in which SO18 said that he had been down to Bridge 4.142  

5.58 SO19 reported that on odd occasions, looters had tried to jump into water in order to swim 

away and escape from being caught and detained. On one occasion he had to tell two 

people “to come back out of the water,” however he had not gone into the water himself.143  
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SECTION 6: FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Mr Ali, aged about 15 years, having being detained by members of the BF in Iraq for looting, 

and while still in their custody, drowned in the Shatt Al Basra canal on the 8th of May 2003. 

The circumstances in which he died should never have occurred. 

6.2 The immediate circumstances which caused his death are clear: the soldiers, having 

detained him for looting, forced him to enter the canal and left him floundering. He should 

not have been detained and held in armed and confined custody in a Warrior, he should not 

have been transported in the Warrior to the canal, he should not have been forced to enter 

the canal, let alone left there to flounder and drown. The soldiers’ actions give rise to grave 

concerns about their ability to cope with the responsibilities imposed upon them, as well as 

grave concerns about the adequacy of the resources available to the BF, and grave 

concerns about their training and the ability of the occupying force to take on the burden “to 

act as both policemen and combatants simultaneously” 144  (FRAGO 100). Basra had 

descended into a state of chaos. Iraqi police could provide no assistance, and no legal 

processes for dealing with looters existed or could be devised.   

6.3 He was taken by four soldiers in a Warrior to the Shatt-Al Basra canal and was forced by the 

soldiers to enter the canal. He was one of four looters detained in the vicinity of the BGH, 

(initially by Iraqi police), who were then detained and taken on a journey of some 8 km to the 

canal.  

6.4 His detention at the scene by the BF as a looter or suspected looter may have been lawful 

(see FRAGO 091145), but his continued detention and removal from the BGH were outside 

the terms of FRAGO 091. He was aggressively manhandled and assaulted. He was forced 

to travel in the Warrior by armed soldiers and was cuffed and tied to another looter. His 

death ensued because he was forced by the soldiers to enter the canal, where, in the 

presence of the soldiers, he was seen to be in difficulty, and to go under the water. 

Notwithstanding the unlawful treatment involved in getting him into the water, his death could 

have been avoided because he could and should have been rescued after it became clear 

that he was floundering. The plain and certain cause of death of this young man was that 

after forcing him into the water, the soldiers’ failed to go to his assistance when he 

floundered.  

6.5 The Investigation has necessarily involved inquiries and evidence going beyond the 

immediate events that occurred at the edge of the canal. These inquiries have shed light on 
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his initial detention and provide some insight into the reasons why the soldiers, having 

detained him, transported him to the canal. There is clear evidence that preparatory moves 

to rescue him were taken, but they stopped when the order to leave the scene was given 

and obeyed.  

6.6 It is necessary to remember that the conduct of soldiers in the course of ground operations 

is governed by a military framework comprising orders and instructions drawn up by the 

military chain of command which are to be obeyed. According to FRAGO 079,146 these 

soldiers were directed by the military chain of command to detain a looter for no longer than 

six hours and then only with a view to handing the looter over to the RMP.147 They were 

certainly not instructed to force them into water. How then could this situation have arisen?  

6.7 The soldiers were tried for manslaughter, namely causing death by a dangerous and 

unlawful act. They were all acquitted. The prosecution’s case involved an allegation that the 

soldiers had acted together and were jointly participating in a dangerous enterprise, which 

was unlawful, which involved maltreatment of all four of the looters, who were all forced into 

the shallow water of the canal and then forced to go out into deeper water. The conduct 

relied upon included allegations that the soldiers had, by pointing their weapon at the 

looters, forced them into the water and had then thrown stones to deter them from getting 

out. The case for the prosecution depended solely on the evidence of one of the looters, Mr 

Hanoon. The board were advised by the judge: “if you’re not sure of his account at the canal 

site, at the Shatt al-Arab site, then the case against them must fail.” 

6.8 I have not seen sufficient evidence to conclude that what occurred was the result of any 

prior agreement or arrangement between the soldiers. It is clear to me that the looters were 

placed in the Warrior and taken to the canal under the direction and command of SO15, the 

Veh Comd. That much he accepted. I have no doubt that the deceased and the three men 

were compelled to enter the water of the canal. Three of the soldiers accepted that the 

circumstances had given rise to compulsion. The evidence was compelling. The four men 

were being held as looters. They had been transported in a Warrior, cuffed together or in 

pairs, in the custody of fully armed soldiers, and then, the Warrior having stopped and while 

still in custody, they were taken from the Warrior, and were led and directed to the water’s 

edge where they entered the shallow water up to their waists. I reject suggestions that the 

four men simply ended up in the water of the canal. None of them was given an option other 

than to go into the water. Having come out of the Warrior, they were not released from their 

cuffs so that they could go off as they wished. They had been compelled to get into the 

Warrior by fully armed soldiers. They must have been terrified. They probably had no 
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knowledge or understanding of what was going to happen. They are likely to have feared for 

their lives. None of the soldiers gave a satisfactory explanation for their actions in directing 

the looters into the canal. SO15 denied knowing that it was happening. The others did not 

suggest that there was an order from SO15 that they should be directed into the water. The 

effect of their evidence was that it just happened as though preordained or seen by the 

looters to be what was expected of them.  

6.9 It is clear from the evidence I have received that it was not an uncommon practice for some 

soldiers, in their endeavours to control or reduce looting, to mete out “on- the- spot justice”148 

by, for example, transporting looters from where the looting occurred to a point where the 

looters were released and left to make their own way home. SO15 has resolutely maintained 

that the Warrior was taken to the canal for that purpose. I do not accept this explanation. 

SO15 ordered the Warrior to be driven to the canal because he intended to see that the 

looters were forced to enter the canal. I am satisfied he knew or heard that looters were 

being subjected to similar treatment by other soldiers. My reasons for this conclusion appear 

later. A firm conclusion about the state of knowledge of the other three soldiers about similar 

incidents has not been possible on the evidence. That said, the improbability that the looters’ 

entry into the water was a robotic process and that SO16, SO17 and SO18 were wholly 

unfamiliar with what was happening, leads me to draw a clear inference that the soldiers had 

a good idea why they had ended up at the canal.  

6.10 The criminal prosecution of the soldiers required a sufficient degree of certainty in 

connection with a number of issues. First, that the use of the Warrior to remove looters, which 

involved its static guard position at the BGH, was an unauthorised procedure, and, by 

inference, that it was deliberately undertaken to enable the looters to be forced into deep 

water where they would be at risk of harm. Secondly, that immersing looters in water or 

‘wetting’, so as to give rise to serious harm, was not authorised and was outside the range of 

any treatment considered acceptable and appropriate for looters. The defence case did not 

involve an assertion that immersing looters into the canal was authorised. It was denied that 

they had forced them into the water. Nor did they assert that they knew that other soldiers 

were doing so as a matter of practice, but there was some evidence given to the court 

martial that it might have been done by others. I have received sufficient evidence to enable 

me to conclude that some soldiers thought that soaking looters with water acted as a 

deterrent. I have also had evidence which suggests that it is likely a whole range of matters 

received fairly wide dissemination among groups of soldiers, and it is likely instances of 

‘wetting’ would have been included in discussion.  
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6.11 I have concluded that once a Warrior was on static guard, it was not invariably seen as 

necessary for specific authorisation for its movement to be obtained. The overwhelming 

weight of the evidence points to the adoption of pragmatic flexibility in an attempt to reduce 

the extensive degree of chaos with only limited resources. Warrior movements were at the 

command of the Veh Comd’s discretion with radio contact to “ops” as he chose to make 

them. The communication was likely to be discursive and the response informal. The Warrior 

moved off at the command of SO15, SO16 obeyed and he stopped when he was told to do 

so by SO15.  

THE EXTENT OF THE LOOTING WHICH OCCURRED AFTER THE BF 

TOOK CONTROL OF BASRA 

6.12 The war-fighting phase in Iraq was between the 19th of March and the 1st of May 2003. Mr Ali 

drowned on the 8th of May 2003. The soldiers who detained him were combat soldiers who 

had been involved in armed conflict throughout April. Fierce fighting on the BF’s approach to 

Basra had taken place at Bridge 4 where he drowned.  

6.13 The invasion and occupation of Basra led to the overthrow of both the civil and military 

sections of the regime of Saddam Hussein. Looting began within hours of the collapse of the 

Iraqi army. My findings, regarding the looting situation, announced as preliminary findings on 

the 18th of May 2016, appear in paragraph 5.1 above.  

THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE SOLDIERS IN NO 1 COY WERE TRAINED 

OR WERE INFORMED ABOUT THEIR ROLE IN CONNECTION WITH 

LOOTING 

6.14 The extent of the looting was beyond the capability of the BF to prevent or reduce. The 

limited availability of resources, combined with a lack of detailed preparation for looting, 

meant that legal guidelines were issued in connection with looters which lacked specific 

guidance on the conduct to be adopted and the process to be applied to looters. They 

outlined a process of short detention leading to looters being handed over to the RMP or up 

to the higher chain of command. The instructions were totally unrealistic and impractical 

having regard to the scale of the problem.  

6.15 The soldiers of No 1 Coy were required to act so as to prevent looting,149 as best they could, 

with the use of minimum force. There seems little doubt that detention with the use of 

minimum force could usually be achieved, but normally procedures of arrest and detention 

are directed to some end, commonly entry or progress into another lawful process, where 
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any criminal conduct can be met by appropriate punishment.  In May 2003, in Basra, no 

official process for dealing with criminals was available. It is not difficult to see how the 

means which were adopted to prevent looting, which arose out of the discretion left to 

individual soldiers, took on the character of meting out “on-the-spot justice.”150 It is also clear 

that the level of punishment could differ according to the temperament and inclination of the 

soldier in command. Significant differences in the response to humanitarian challenges are 

likely to appear where matters are left to individual discretion. There will be those, perhaps 

the majority, who can be trusted to resist taking an excessive or vindictive response to 

intractable criminal conduct. There will be others who are so affected by tension and stress 

that they will depart from appropriate levels of humanitarian response. There was a range of 

different responses to dealing with looters, who presented a threat to good order and 

security, as well as placing the BF’s own security and order in the balance. According to the 

evidence I have received, some members of the BF took the view that they would do 

nothing, some that to do nothing was not an option, some considered that deterrence, which 

carried an element of punishment, such as leaving them out of town was appropriate, others 

that short term detention could be used, others that depriving them of the loot was 

appropriate, others that some form of inconvenience and possible humiliation by making 

them wet was appropriate, others that immersion in water was an effective deterrent. These 

choices were the inevitable product of matters being left to a high degree of unfettered 

discretion. As far as looters were concerned, what happened was down to chance. I have 

said enough to set the scene for the actions of the four soldiers and others to be examined.  

THE FOUR SOLDIERS 

6.16 The evidence points to the principal approved use of the Warrior being its deployment as a 

vehicle carrier for soldiers on patrol, and, where static security was in place, its use to deter 

by its presence. It operated with its dedicated driver, gunner and Comd. When dismounts 

were in the Warrior, they were under the command of the Veh Comd, but when dismounted 

and on patrol they were under the command of the Pl Comd, and the Warrior was normally 

to be within distance to provide them with cover. But there is evidence showing that, even 

when on static duty, it moved away from being able to give close protection to dismounts on 

patrol.  

6.17 On the 8th of May 2003, after Iraqi police had forced the four looters into a stagnant pond, 

they were taken by dismounts, including SO17 and SO19, to the stationary Warrior outside 

the front entrance of BGH. SO15, the Veh Comd, was with the Warrior in company with 

SO16, the driver and SO17, the gunner. There were other dismounts there.  
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6.18 Two of the four looters have never been identified and no line of inquiry has enabled them to 

be identified. The only looter who has been able to give evidence is Mr Hanoon, and I 

obtained a statement from him, with the assistance of QC Law. It is on the website. He gave 

evidence at the court martial, and his reliability was brought into question. I have stated my 

conclusions on the proper approach to his evidence.   

THE REASON FOR THE JOURNEY FROM BGH TO THE CANAL 

6.19 I see the force of the contention that in departing from BGH, leaving dismounts unprotected, 

SO15 acted so as to create a risk, but even so it does not add much to a consideration of 

the circumstances which caused the deceased to drown. There is evidence that from time to 

time a Warrior was moved while on static duty at BGH. SO19 was at BGH on the 8th of May, 

and he knew the Warrior had left.151 It is likely to have happened on occasions for the 

purpose of taking looters to be processed back at base (in the short period that occurred), 

or later for looters to be taken away from the looting site. As much was admitted in the 

evidence of SO19.152  That said, the journey of 8km to Bridge 4 was probably exceptional. At 

court martial, much was made of the absence of permission for such a movement, the lack 

of communication with operations by radio and if communication was made, the absence of 

any record.  SO15 and SO16 both maintained that a radio link message about the detention 

of the looters was made before departure. For my purposes detailed investigation by me on 

these matters appeared unnecessary. There was evidence that not every communication 

was logged. More than that, on the 8th of May the base was locking up, to be ready to leave 

the next day. Again, these factors add little to my investigation of the death. I take them as 

illustrating a general lack of strict control being maintained over the activities of those on 

patrol, and the fragility and the chaos of the conditions, which made strict standards of 

communication and control difficult to maintain.  

6.20 I have not seen evidence that leads me to conclude that any meaningful discussion took 

place, before the Warrior moved off from BGH, about where the looters were being taken. As 

SO15 has confirmed, he knew from the outset that he was going to travel to Bridge 4 and 

the canal.  

6.21 I reject the suggestion made by SO18 and, to a lesser extent, SO15, that a pressing need 

arose to take the looters from the scene because they were in danger of being attacked by 

Iraqis. I doubt that the hostility would have extended to death or really serious injury as SO18 

suggested. To conclude otherwise would be to deny that the Warrior and armed soldiers 

were capable of controlling the situation. I am prepared to accept that looters could be 
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subject to attack from fellow Iraqis, but not to the extent that once the looters were in the 

protection of soldiers and faced a Warrior, Iraqis would put themselves at risk of an armed 

response from the soldiers.  

6.22 SO18 was, as I shall explain later, an unsatisfactory witness. On this topic he exaggerated 

and suggested that in the course of the looters being brought back from the stagnant pool: 

 “..what we thought was: let’s get them back through the BGH and away from 

them, because there possibly… there wouldn’t have just been one fatal, there 

would have been four, because they would have just all been bricked to death… 

because there was loads of people gathering.”153 

This ability to have a vivid recollection of an early stage of events departed him when he 

gave evidence about events at the canal.  

6.23 The looters were taken to the canal because SO15, the Veh Comd, decided that they should 

be punished for looting. They had already been forced into stagnant water in the pond, but it 

is likely that, with his knowledge of the area at Bridge 4, he thought that in addition to 

removing them from where they had been looting, there would be an opportunity for them to 

be forced into water and then left to go home.  

THE EVIDENCE OF SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18 

6.24 I accept that SO15’s decision to move the Warrior from its static location at BGH was not an 

unusual action on his part. The overall effect of the evidence from all the witnesses presents 

a picture of confusion, which appears to stem from differences between expectations on the 

part of some officers in the chain of command. Some believed that the manner in which 

operations were being performed was, broadly, following the exercise of restrained sound 

discretionary judgment, but others were aware or believed that the discretion conferred on 

Comds had, under the pressures of the situation, generated the adoption of a variety of 

unusual and unregulated measures which, had more consideration been given to the detail 

of them, it is likely some would have been expressly forbidden.  

6.25 SO15 was an experienced soldier. He was accustomed to taking important operational 

decisions. He was expected to do so, but he had no experience or training in making 

policing decisions. I am satisfied from all of the evidence that he was not inclined to give 

much explanation to or enter into any discussion with his crew, and that he expected his 

orders to be obeyed without question or delay. Some of his crew were young and relatively 

 
153 IFI SO18 18/05/16, page 50, lines 18-24 
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inexperienced (SO16 was aged 18, SO17 aged 19 and SO18 aged 21). In contrast, SO15 

was aged 32 and had been in the army for 15 years.  

6.26 I accept SO15’s evidence that it was not unusual for the Warrior to leave the dismounts at 

BGH, in order for the Warrior to attend to “specific tasking”.154 By the 8th of May 2003, as he 

records, it is likely the security operations were “generally more relaxed than during the 

fighting phase.” 155 SO19, who was aware that the Warrior left BGH on the 8th of May 2003, 

also stated that it was not unusual for it to do so.156 

6.27 I am prepared to accept that SO15 made some contact with the operations room, but in 

doing so, he was giving information rather than seeking authorisation. The record keeping for 

tasking movements of vehicles had for some time been largely abandoned because of the 

unmanageable number of communications.  

6.28 Both SO15 and SO18 have consistently attempted to suggest that the looters were at such 

risk of injury from fellow Iraqis that removing them from BGH was essential for their safety. 

The suggestion is not borne out by other evidence, and for the reasons I have already given 

at paragraph 7.21, I am unable to accept it. The looters could have been safely confined in 

the Warrior for their own protection and not moved. The question that arises is: why were 

they moved? 

6.29 I found SO15’s evidence to me on this issue wholly unconvincing. Had he wanted simply to 

take them away from BGH he could have travelled for less than 8km. His witness 

statement157 suggests that his counsel’s response at the trial addressed this point. Counsel 

said no more than: “on that particular occasion that is the way the vehicle was driven.” 158 

6.30 SO15 chose to travel to Bridge 4, and he had been there a number of times.159 He agreed 

he could have left the looters on the bridge,160 but did not do so. In answer to the question: 

“why did you decide to dump them under the bridge and within a few meters of the water?” 

He replied: “Because there was a slip road there that took us off the road!” 161 He then 

agreed that he had no need to use a slip road.162  

 
154 SO15 MOD-83-0000315, paragraph 37 
155 Ibid, paragraph 39 
156 SO19 MOD-83-0000319, paragraph 20 
157 SO15 MOD-83-0000315 
158 Ibid, paragraph 57 
159 Ibid, paragraphs 55 and 56, IFI SO15 18/05/16, page 64  
160 IFI SO15 18/05/16, page 68 
161 Ibid, page 68, line 21-24  
162 Ibid, page 68 line 19- page 69, line 2 
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6.31 I have reached the clear conclusion that SO15 took the looters to Bridge 4 so that they could 

be forced into the canal and given a soaking. The evidence points to SO15 having no clear 

idea about the method which was to be employed to give them a soaking.  

6.32 His evidence to me on whether he gave instructions to his crew when they arrived was 

unimpressive. First he said: “I gave them no instructions.”163 Next that he ordered the crew to 

open the back door “so the dismounts can get out with the looters”.164 He could not explain 

why it was necessary for the dismounts to get out of the Warrior with the looters.165 He 

maintained that he gave no orders to the dismounts and simply “turned the vehicle 

around.” 166  This was a contrived excuse, which enabled him to say that having done so, the 

looters were already in the water. Thus, on his account the looters could be seen in the 

water, without orders from him, without direction from him and without any participation by 

him.  

6.33 I accept that SO17 did not know the destination to which the Warrior was driven, but he 

knew Bridge 4. His evidence about why and how the looters went into the water was vague. 

I accept that the event did not take more than a few minutes, but his explanation that it all 

happened when he went to the Warrior to look for something to cut the cuffs failed to satisfy 

me. That said, SO17 gave a clear account of what happened to the looters while they were 

in the water, and importantly he spoke of SO16 beginning to take off his combat shirt to go 

into the water to rescue Mr Ali, who had bobbed up and down “a couple of times”.167 Mr 

Hanoon recollected a soldier starting to take off his clothes. SO16 had an imperfect 

recollection of his own actions, but confirmed that he certainly had given thought to the need 

to rescue Mr Ali.  

6.34 I accept that the whole episode lasted for about a few minutes. It was a clumsy, ill directed 

and bullying piece of conduct, engaged in without consideration of the risk of harm to which 

it could give rise and, in the event which occurred, there was a manifest failure to take action 

to save the life of Mr Ali.  

6.35 SO16 and SO17 acknowledged to me that wrong had been done. Both stated that they left 

because SO15 had ordered them to do so. SO16, when asked why he had left, stated: “By 

 
163 Ibid, page 70, line 4 
164 Ibid, page 71, line 6 
165 Ibid, page 71, lines 7-18 
166 Ibid, page 71, line 23 
167 Ibid, page 42, line 6 
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command that’s given. We don’t operate independently it’s not how it works.” 168 SO17 stated: 

“I did not go into the river to help… because I was not told to do so.” 169 

6.36 SO18 was a less than straightforward witness. He attempted to lay the ground for the journey 

being a form of mercy mission to avoid four looters “being bricked to death.” 170 He was 

prepared to suggest that SO15 may not have been at the canal side: “I don’t remember 

SO15 being at the side, to be honest, but… possibly could have been four of us at the 

side.” 171 He recollected a signal, possibly a signal to “mount up” 172 and added: “So for all I 

know, something was happening back at the BGH, through radio comms.” 173 The common 

feature of the points is that they echoed SO15’s evidence. He gave an unconvincing account 

of how the looters came to enter the water: his suggestion was that they probably felt in fear 

of their lives and thought entering the water was their best option. 

6.37 He recalled two or three of them swimming off, but as for Mr Ali he described a person waist 

high in water and obviously in fear for his life when he (SO18) “turned around” and saw the 

signal to mount up.174 He had to be pressed to disclose more. Under pressure he “vaguely” 

remembered SO16 taking his top off, remembered Mr Ali, not bobbing up and down, but 

looking panicked, and possibly going under the water. After this he saw the signal to mount 

up and he left.175 Eventually, like SO16 and SO17, when pressed about leaving he replied: 

“I think it was wrong what happened to the lad, yes. But no, I don’t think that I 

was wrong that I left, no. I was just obeying -- I was just doing an order, like I’m 

taught and trained to do.176 …. I am not going to then turn round and say…. “No, 

I’ll tell you what, I’m not mounting up”177… if I get an order, I’ll do it.”178  

6.38 My conclusions can be summarised as follows: 

1. SO15 took command of the crew and left BGH intending to take the looters to the canal 

at Bridge 4 where they could be soaked in water.  

2. It is more likely than not that SO16, SO17 and SO18 had no idea where the journey was 

to end.  

 
168 IFI SO16 18/05/16, page 28 line 25- page 29, line 1 
169 SO17 MOD-83-0000318, paragraph 38, IFI SO17 18/05/16 page 44, lines 19-20 
170 IFI SO18 18/05/16 page 50, line 22 
171 Ibid, page 56, lines 19-22 
172 Ibid, page 58, lines 20-23 
173 Ibid, page 58, lines 23-24 
174 Ibid, page 58, lines 11-21 
175 Ibid, page 59, line 23 to page 60, line 23 
176 Ibid, page 61, lines 9-12 
177 Ibid, page 60, lines 15-17 
178 Ibid, page 61,lines 9-22 
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3. I am unable to conclude whether, apart from knowing that they were engaged in dealing 

with looters who had to be dealt with in some way or another, the crew knew what was 

planned for the looters. I have little doubt that they knew the looters were terrified for their 

lives and in all probability they had contributed to that fear by aggressive manhandling 

and coercive pushing and assaults. I doubt that they thought much about it, but firm 

aggressive handling of looters, who were seen as and treated as criminals, was probably 

not unusual. 

4. I am able to conclude, by inference from the evidence about the various ways in which 

the BF were dealing with looting, that whether or not the crew had been involved before 

in soaking looters in water, it was appreciated by the crew and the soldiers, once the 

Warrior had arrived at the canal, that the looters were to be soaked. I doubt that they had 

any clear plan as to how that was to be achieved.  

5. The treatment or punishment by soaking involved no technique and was haphazardly 

executed, exemplified by two looters swimming off, the third, Mr Hanoon, remaining in 

waist high water and probably immersing himself and Mr Ali, being a non-swimmer, 

panicking, probably losing his balance, floundering and going under. 

6. The order to mount up which was promptly obeyed was probably issued out of panic at 

what had happened, but nonetheless it involved a manifest disregard for the risk to  

Mr Ali’s life. 
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SECTION 7: PART II 

Section 1 – Introduction 

7.1 I have found the facts and circumstances surrounding Mr. Ali’s death and, as a result, I have 

completed my investigation under paragraph 3 of my Terms of Reference.   

7.2 Paragraph 4 of the Terms of Reference requires an investigation to be made into the wider 

circumstances of the death, including the instructions, training, and supervision given to the 

soldiers involved. I have reached conclusions on this aspect of paragraph 4 (see in 

particular paragraph 7.14 and paragraph 7.15 of Part 1 above). Shortly stated my conclusion 

is that soldiers were not trained in policing methods to enable them to deal with looters and 

were not informed, except in the most general terms, what they were meant to do with 

looters. No ROE dealing with looting were drawn up. However, the evidence points to the 

existence of other wider circumstances. There are reasons to believe that the drowning of Mr 

Ali could have occurred and had its origin in a wider context of events, namely instances of 

other looters being soaked in water by soldiers in attempts to punish and thereby deter them 

from looting. 

7.3 If other instances did occur prior to 8th May 2003 they would  give rise to issues as to the 

extent of the knowledge of such instances within the chain of military command in Iraq and 

questions about the adequacy of their response to the instances, including the tenor of their 

communications with London. Such considerations, in turn, engage paragraph 5 of my 

Terms of Reference, in particular “…bring[ing] to light all the facts, including failures on the 

part of the state and facts from which such failures could be properly inferred.”   

7.4 Paragraph 5 is already engaged by my conclusion that the soldiers were not trained in 

policing methods, had no adequate instructions, no ROE nor any adequate instructions to 

guide them in dealing with looters.   

7.5 My anticipation that I was likely to reach this position led to my announcement that the 

Investigation would be divided into two parts and to a realisation on my part that there was a 

need to review the process of publishing statements on the website in advance of publishing 

my findings in the report. The need was underlined by an approach made to a witness to 

answer questions about his statement.    

7.6 It will be readily seen from what I have outlined above that there is no dichotomy between 

paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Terms of Reference. They are progressive in character, are 

capable of overlapping and can be seen to complement each other.  Such considerations 

caused me to become concerned about what I called “piecemeal publication” of evidence.   
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7.7 I am satisfied that the position has changed.  Having reached my conclusions on issues now 

forming Part 1 I have concluded, that on balance, it is in the interests of public accessibility 

that I should publish all the statements of witnesses on the website not withstanding that 

some of the content of some of the statements is clearly relevant to Part 2 issues. The 

countervailing consideration in this balancing exercise has been the need to protect 

witnesses from harassment and to safeguard the integrity of the Investigation. I am confident 

that both can be achieved by understanding and cooperation. 

7.8 There is a continuing need for the witnesses and the investigation of Part 2 issues to be 

safeguarded. My previous guidance is on the website. Witnesses who have made 

statements should not be approached and asked questions, nor should witnesses who are 

mentioned be approached to answer questions. Witnesses who believe they can provide 

evidence should approach the IFI. Lines of inquiry and questions for the Investigation should 

be provided to the IFI.  

The Chilcot Report 

7.9 The direction in which Part 2 should travel has been significantly assisted by the publication 

of the Chilcot Report.179 The conclusions on the post-conflict period are contained in section 

9.8 (Volume 8 page 469 onwards). On page 473, under the heading “Looting in Basra”, the 

following appears:  

“15. Before the invasion, the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) and the Defence 

Intelligence Staff had each identified that there was a risk of lawlessness breaking 

out in Iraq, and that it would be important to deal with it swiftly. Others, including 

Mr Blair, Sir Kevin Tebbit (the MOD Permanent Under Secretary) and the Iraq 

Policy Unit had recognised the seriousness of that risk. 

16. However, the formal authorisation for action in Iraq issued by Admiral Sir 

Michael Boyce, Chief of the Defence Staff, on 18 March contained no instruction 

on how to establish a safe and secure environment if lawlessness broke out as 

anticipated. Although it was known that Phase IV (the military term for post-conflict 

operations) would begin quickly, no Rules of Engagement for that phase, 

including for dealing with lawlessness, were created and promulgated before UK 

troops entered the country. 

 
179 The Report of the Iraq Inquiry, HC 264 
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17. Both before and during the invasion Lieutenant General John Reith, the Chief 

of Joint Operations, made the absence of instructions to UK forces covering what 

to do if faced with lawless behaviour by the Iraqi population in Basra explicit to 

the Chiefs of Staff. 

18. Faced with widespread looting after the invasion, and without instructions, UK 

commanders had to make their own judgements about what to do. Brigadier 

Graham Binns, commanding 7 Armoured Brigade which had taken Basra City, 

told the Inquiry that he had concluded that “the best way to stop looting was just 

to get to a point where there was nothing left to loot.” 

19. Although the implementation of tactical plans to deal with lawlessness was 

properly the responsibility of in-theatre commanders, it was the responsibility of 

the Chief of the Defence Staff and the Chief of Joint Operations to ensure that 

appropriate Rules of Engagement were set, and preparations made, to equip 

commanders on the ground to deal with it effectively. They should have ensured 

that those steps were taken.” 

7.10 It is not presently clear to what extent details of the state of affairs up to the 8th of May 2003 

were communicated to London. This in turn raises questions about the extent of the 

knowledge of the chain of military command in Iraq as to what was happening on the 

ground.  

The Timeline for Part 2 

7.11 The future course of Part 2 will involve evidential investigations along the lines set out above.  

The relevance of other instances of looters being soaked in water will need to be considered 

and the time at which those considerations can take place will be dependent upon decisions 

being made in connection with those other instances. 

7.12 I will give regular updates on the progress of Part 2 on the website. 
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Appendix 1: Summary of 
Statements/Interviews made in the Course 
of the RMP Investigation 
SO17 

1. SO17 was a member of the Warrior crew of CS One-Two. He was initially interviewed as a 

witness and made two witness statements, the first dated 11th February 2014 and the 

second, 19th April 2014. 

2. In his first statement, SO17 confirmed he was the gunner of CS One-Two, and that between 

March 2003 and May 2003 he was deployed on Op TELIC, with No 1 Coy 1 1G.  

3. He was unable to recall the precise movements of his CS on the 8th of May 2003. He said 

that during their last days in Basra he had not been involved in, or made aware of any 

incidents involving local civilians looting or the detention of looters by members of the British 

Army. He said that to the best of his knowledge no civilians were ever detained in his CS 

Warrior, and he was not aware of any incidents where any local civilians were forced into the 

water in the area of Bridge 4. 

4. In his second statement, SO17 said he was now able to recall that four Iraqi looters were 

carried in his CS Warrior on 8th May 2003. He had been on duty at BGH, and was in the rest 

room when a radio message was received requiring him return to the CS’s Warrior. The 

Warrior was parked near the main front gate to BGH. He said he saw a group of Iraqi men 

standing in the area at the rear of the Warrior along with SO18 and another Gdsm. He was 

told to get in the Warrior by SO15.  

5. Once he was inside the Warrior, he put his crew headset on and spoke to SO16. He was 

seated in the gunner’s seat, and SO15 positioned himself in the Comd’s seat. They left BGH. 

He did not know whether there were any people in the rear of the Warrior. He did not know 

where they were going or what the purpose of the journey was. 

6. They travelled for about 10 to 15 minutes before the Warrior stopped. He did not know where 

they were since he did not look out of the turret. He said they stopped for a “brief moment” 

before turning around, and setting off again. He and SO15 remained in the Warrior 

throughout. 

7. When they arrived back at BGH, and on parking up, he said he saw SO18 and another 

Gdsm walking away from the Warrior. No one else was with them. 

8. Later that same night he spoke with SO18. He told him that he had been in the Warrior 

during the journey and had been involved in escorting Iraqi looters in the rear of the Warrior 
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who had been dropped off at Bridge 4. He did not give details about what happened, or say 

anything about the Iraqi men being in the water.  

9. SO17 said SO15 spoke to him when they returned to Münster, Germany. SIB had 

interviewed SO15 about that day. He told SO17 not to say anything about that day or what 

he knew about it.  

10. Following his arrest, SO17 was interviewed under caution on the 14th of May 2004 and the 

29th of September 2004. He responded with a “no comment” to all questions about his 

training, deployment on Op TELIC and the incident on the 8th of May 2003.  

SO15 

11. SO15 made a witness statement dated the 31st March 2004. Following his arrest, he was 

interviewed under caution on the 14th of May 2004, and again on the 29th of September 2004. 

At the second interview, SO15 did not add anything significant to his account and all 

references below are to his statement dated the 31st of March 2004 and interview on the 14th 

of May 2004. 

12. In his statement, SO15 confirmed that he was the Comd of CS One-Two within 1 Pl of No 1 

Coy, 1 IG, and that he was deployed on Op TELIC between approximately the 28th of 

February 2003 and the 9th of May 2003. He said that for the final couple of weeks of their 

tour, No 1 Coy had been based in a gymnasium in Basra engaging in a four-shift cycle of 

duties including rest, static guard at BGH, mobile patrols and internal security.  

13. He explained that following the war-fighting role; one of the main objectives was to maintain 

security at key installations such as BGH. The largest threat to security came from looters 

and criminal gangs. In the final weeks of the tour he said that his CS must have been 

involved in detaining, on average, up to 20 looters every day. When looters were 

apprehended it was routine to report events on the Coy net and seek guidance on their 

disposal. He recalled that generally looters would be driven from the scene of arrest and 

dropped off at various sites on the outskirts of the city. This, he commented, was a short-

term solution in the absence of any formal policy or system for looter handling.  

14. At interview he gave a more detailed account of how looters were dealt with. He said that 

they were initially instructed to bring looters into the camps, but after a week it got to a stage 

where they would take looters to the Coy camp, the looters would be taken to BW, but BW 

would turn them away. They then started taking looters to the edge of the city, or any area 

where there was a long walk back, and dropping them off there. They would sometimes be 

expressly instructed to do this by the Coy Ops room, and other times the Ops room would 

simply authorise it.  
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15. SO15 said he had never dropped off looters at Bridge 4 before 8th May 2003. He said it was 

usually left up to the Veh Comd where to drop off the looters. 

16. SO15 confirmed in his statement that on the 8th of May 2003 his CS was on static guard at 

BGH. He explained that although known as ‘static guard’, this did not mean that the Warrior 

deployed at BGH had to remain there. He said he would regularly respond from BGH and 

attend security incidents in the surrounding area and similar sites. He gave examples. 

Notably, all these examples involved attending sites “within close proximity”. He said it was 

fairly common for the Warrior to be away from BGH for anything up to an hour. 

17. He said that on occasions when his CS was deployed to BGH, he, along with SO17 and 

S016, would remain with the Warrior and took it in turns to maintain security at the BGH 

entrance. SO19, SO26 and the four dismounts would base themselves in a small room within 

BGH. At SO19’s discretion, four-man foot patrols would maintain security around the site.  

18. On the 8th of May 2003, he recalled that CS One-Two assumed position at BGH shortly after 

breakfast. At some point in the morning, SO19 arrived at the rear of the Warrior with 3-5 

looters. They were dressed only in underpants and were wet. At the time, he said he 

concluded from their overall appearance that they had clearly suffered a rough time 

physically. He said that a number of Iraqi policemen, holding truncheons, were present, and 

he remembered one of the looters being jabbed with a truncheon. A “baying crowd” of 

around 20-30 had gathered in the vicinity, showing signs of hostility towards the detainees. 

He recalled the looters were being “man-handled” and held physically by the dismount 

section personnel, but he did not see them being assaulted by them. In his statement he 

said he could not remember which dismounts were present. 

19. Within minutes of the looters arriving, SO15 said he took the decision to have the looters 

placed inside the Warrior, as he was concerned about the hostile nature of the crowd, and 

also the conduct of the Iraqi police. He instructed his crew to prepare to move so that they 

could extract the looters from BGH and drop them off on the outskirts of town. Having 

assumed position in the Comd’s turret, he did not see which dismounts got into the rear of 

the Warrior. 

20. As they departed, he said he distinctly recalled reporting to the Ops room on the Coy net his 

intention to leave BGH for Bridge 4, where he intended to leave the looters to walk back to 

Basra. The journey, he said, was authorised by some at the Ops room, but he could not 

remember whom. He maintained that had the journey not been authorised, he would not 

have gone. 

21. Upon approaching Bridge 4, S016 pulled off the main carriageway just before Bridge 4 and 

drove down towards the river.  Once the Warrior stopped, and the rear doors opened, he 

saw SO18 alight the rear of the Warrior with the looters. When they were clear of the Warrior, 
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SO15 said he focused his attention on supervising the turning of the Warrior in preparation 

for departure.  

22. SO15 gave slightly differing accounts in his statement and at interview about what happened 

next. 

23. In his statement, he said that he recalled briefly looking over towards the river bank during 

the turning process and seeing SO18 and another close to the river bank and at least two of 

the looters in the water at the edge of the river with water at waist height. One other looter 

was on the riverbank. Once the Warrior was turned, he said he alighted and walked over 

towards SO18, shouting words to the effect “come on”. He was sure he saw looters in the 

water, but did not recall seeing anyone struggling in the water.  

24. At interview, SO15 said by the time they had turned the Warrior around, SO18 and another 

were at the water’s edge, with the looters in the water and one at the riverbank. He saw 

SO18 and another laughing at the looters in the water. He said he did not see them do 

anything else, but he was, it seems, under the impression that the looters were being made 

to go into the river. He made clear that he did not see them being forced in, or anything 

being thrown at them, and he did not see anybody in any difficulty in the water.  He alighted 

the Warrior, walked down 5-10m and said words to the effect “come on, that’s it, enough’s 

enough, we’re going, let’s go.” He saw that the looter that had been on the bank was making 

his way into the water.  

25. As far as he could remember, SO16 and SO17 did not get out of the Warrior. He returned to 

the Warrior and they left. 

26. In his statement, SO15 made clear that at no point did he sanction or instruct any personnel 

to force or otherwise make the detainees enter the river. This was never his intention. The 

sole purpose was to leave the looters to make their own way back to Basra under their own 

steam, which would take time and thereby disrupt their looting activities. Moreover, he did 

not see any of his CS physically assault the looters, nor did he see soldiers throw stones at 

the looters or point their weapons at them in a bid to force them into the river. He did not 

speak to SO18 about the events afterwards. 

SO18 

27. SO18 was interviewed on the 27th of April 2004 and the 20th of September 2004. 

28. He accepted he had been involved in the capture of the looters (including Mr Ali) on the 8th 

of May 2003, and in escorting the looters back to BGH where his CS was on duty. He was 

also in the back of the Warrior with the looters when they were taken to Bridge 4.  
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29. As to the capture of the looters, he said he had been in the rest room at BGH, when an Iraqi 

police officer came and alerted them to looters on waste ground just outside the confines of 

BGH. The entire dismount section went to assist.  

30. Four looters were caught. He said one of the looters was dark skinned and had distinctive 

hair (he described it as an “afro”). At the second interview SO18 was shown a photograph of 

Mr Ali and confirmed that the boy in the photograph was the looter he had described as 

having an “afro”.  

31. It was the Iraqi police that caught the looters and members of the dismount section only 

provided cover. They did however help escort the looters back to BGH, and had personally 

escorted Mr Ali. He maintained that they did not do anything to physically hurt the looters. 

32. On the way to BGH, he described how the looters were made to go into a shallow murky 

pool of water. They removed their clothes before they went in but SO18 could not say 

whether this was on the instruction of the Iraqi police. He said that a crowd of people had 

gathered, and were showing hostility towards the looters and throwing objects at them. He 

told them to stop fearing that the situation might escalate, and to show some authority. 

33. After the men came out of the pool of water, they escorted them back to BGH. He said there 

was already a crowd of people in the vicinity of the Warrior when they arrived at BGH. He 

said SO15 told them to put the looters into the back of the Warrior and that SO17 and 

himself got into the back of the Warrior with them. SO15 was in the Comd’s seat but there 

was no-one in the gunner’s seat.  

34. SO18 said he had no idea where they were going. He said he knew it was something out of 

the ordinary when they had been driving for 10 minutes. He gathered they were dropping 

them off somewhere and making them walk back.  

35. He said that during the journey one of the looters was in hysterics, jumping off his seat. He 

firmly pushed him back onto the seat. He denied otherwise using any force and maintained 

that they did not beat the looters in the back of the Warrior during the journey.  

36. SO18 said he was the first man out when the Warrior stopped. Two of the looters bolted for 

the river and went straight in. He could not remember whether they were tied or untying 

them when they got out of the Warrior (he accepted they may have been). Mr Ali stayed with 

him, and was in a bit of a panic. The other looter was struggling to get out of the Warrior, 

and when he managed to do so he also ran off in the same direction as the other two. Mr Ali 

also started going towards the river.  

37. SO18 said he was in a state of confusion about what was going on. He was not sure what to 

do. When he turned around he saw SO17 had returned to the Warrior and assumed position 

in the gunner’s seat.  
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38. He said that the two looters that had run for the river had swum to, and were holding onto 

what he described as the “post” of Bridge 4. He had lost track of the third. He said he 

followed Mr Ali down to the water’s edge. Mr Ali was hysterical. At the first interview he gave 

the following account: 

“…this other one was shouting and shouting and shouting, roaring like I remember 

roaring like, but directing at the two men and the other two men were roaring, 

waving at me, get over like, you know, I didn’t understand what was going on and 

he went in, into the river like… 

...every time I got closer to this young lad with the afro, every time I get closer to 

him to say you know, ‘It’s okay, like, ‘Stop there, stop’, the further he was going, 

the more he was going away from me… so like the closer I got to him the more he 

was going in and then went in knee deep, well I’d say knee deep, he went chest 

deep or something like.” 

39. SO18 described how he had tried to calm Mr Ali down and take control of the situation. He 

said Mr Ali was hysterical, grabbing him, pushing him. He said he had raised his hands and 

tried to grab hold of Mr Ali (to calm him down), but Mr Ali went into the river. He went in 

about 8m and was in chest deep. He said he could see Mr Ali was “panicking” (he did not 

elaborate, nor was he asked to). He turned around to look for guidance. 

40. SO15 was in the Comd’s turret, shouting and gesturing “mount up”. He saw SO16 

undressing and shouting something, but SO16 then got back into the Warrior. SO18 initially 

suggested that this was because SO15 was telling them to get back into the Warrior, but 

when asked whether SO15 had told SO16 to get back in the Warrior, he said he had not 

heard SO15 say this. Indeed at the second interview, SO18 said that when he heard SO15’s 

orders to “mount up” he himself had said to SO16:  “Come on we’ve got to mount up.” 

41. SO18 said that when he turned back (it is not clear whether he did so before or after seeing 

SO16 undressing), Mr Ali was gone.  He did not see Mr Ali re-emerge. SO18 followed orders 

and mounted up. He thought (and convinced himself) that Mr Ali might have swum away 

under the water.  

42. SO18 denied forcing the looters into the river. He denied pointing his weapon at them, 

throwing stones at them or pushing them into the river. He maintained that they had run off 

and went into the river of their own accord.  

43. He said when they arrived back at BGH he spoke to SO16 who had said to him: “Well you 

only seen what I saw, he went under and didn’t come back up”. SO16 and SO15 had both 

agreed with him that the boy had probably gone under and swum away. At the second 
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interview he admitted that SO15 had told him not to mention the incident to anyone. But he 

said he thought SO15 had meant going to Bridge 4, rather than the drowning. 

SO16 

44. SO16 was interviewed on the 27th of April 2004, and again on the 28th of November 2004. 

45. He was the driver of CS One-Two, and served with No 1 Coy, 1G on OP Telic between the 

28th of February 2003 and May 2003. 

46. He said that on the 8th May 2003 he was on duty with his CS at BGH. He was standing at the 

rear of the Warrior when an Iraqi male alerted them to looters at the rear of BGH. Having 

gone to the rest room and informed the section, he returned to the Warrior where SO17 and 

SO15 were also present. 

47. About half an hour to an hour later, the other crew members (SO19 and SO18 were there, 

but he could not remember who else) returned with four Iraqi males, who he said looked 

dishevelled and were wearing “raggy clothes.” He remembers seeing one of them with a cut 

on his face. They were being jeered at and spat on by a group of Iraqis. 

48. SO16 was on radio stag at the time. At SO15’s request he said he radioed through to report 

that they had got some looters but could not remember whether this was on the Coy or BG 

net or who he spoke to. The response he received was to “throw them off the top deck”, 

which he took to mean just get rid of them, take them down to Bridge 4. He was not able to 

explain how/why he made the connection with Bridge 4. He accepted that it was possible 

they meant throw them in the river, but that did not occur to him at the time. He said he told 

SO15 that the message he had received was “throw them off the top deck”.  

49. The four Iraqis were placed in the back of the Warrior. SO17 and SO18 got in with them. 

SO15 was in the Comd’s hatch, but there was no gunner. SO16 said he was wearing a 

headset, but could not recall discussing with SO15 where they were going or what they were 

going to do when they got there. 

50. When they arrived at Bridge 4, he parked the Warrior about 10-20m from the water’s edge. 

He got out and went to the rear of the Warrior where he saw SO17 and SO18 trying to untie 

the four looters (they were tied wrist to wrist, in pairs). S016 assisted. He said one of the 

looters was clinging on to him and so he hit him twice to get him off.  

51. After untying them, SO17, SO18 and SO16 took them to the riverbank. SO17 and SO18 had 

one looter each, and SO16 had two. They were a couple of metres from the river’s edge 

when they pushed the looters onto the muddy embankment. He said that SO17 and SO18 

shouted at them to get in the river (they were gesturing towards the river at the same time). 

He said he thought SO17 and SO18 pushed theirs first, and about 20 seconds later, he 
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pushed his too. The looters stumbled/trotted down and walked into the water (about waist 

high). He described how, once in the water, they turned around and just stood there staring 

at them.  

52. No-one threw stones and he did not remember seeing anyone cock their weapons. He said 

that SO15 had not told them to push the looters in the river, nor was it something they 

discussed or agreed between themselves. It just happened. 

53. He described how one of the looters then suddenly went under. He came back up a few 

seconds later, and then went under again. He was not splashing, shouting or showing any 

sign of panic. SO15 said to SO16: “if he comes up again, I think you’ll have to jump in and 

get him”. SO16 said he started removing his clothes but candidly admitted he was not keen 

about going in. The boy did not come up again. SO16 did not jump in, nor did any of the 

other soldiers. They mounted the Warrior and left. 

Maj Peter MacMullen 

54. Major Peter MacMullen, the Comd of No 1 Coy 1G, made a witness statement dated the 19th 

of April 2004. 

55. He confirmed that he was deployed with his unit on Op TELIC between the 8th of March 

2003 and the 8th of May 2003. Between the 9th of April 2003 and the 8th of May 2003, No 1 

Coy occupied a small gym complex in Basra, which became Coy HQ, under the command 

and control of 1 BW. Once established in the gym complex, he changed Coy Orbats to 

reflect their responsibilities of providing a Pl on guard, rest, static and patrols. Static locations 

included BGH. The statics and patrols were required to prevent general disorder, including 

looting.  

56. Orders for the BG were held daily at 1 BW HQ, and he held his orders within the Coy each 

evening. He received no clear direction on handling of Iraqi civilians involved in general 

disorder at BG orders. In an effort to deal with the thousands looting, some were arrested 

and returned to Coy location (a gymnasium complex in Basra) where they were temporarily 

held in a secure barbed compound, “told off” and then released. Others were removed from 

the area where they were apprehended and conveyed a short distance for their own safety, 

“told off” and released. The decision on the detention of looters, or whether it was necessary 

to extract them from the area for their own safety, was the responsibility of the Comd on the 

ground. Since the capture of looters was so commonplace, it was not necessary for Comds 

on the ground to report to Coy HQ their apprehension or subsequent dealings with looters.  
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Capt Niall Brennan 

57. Capt Niall Brennan made a statement dated 17th June 2004. 

58. He was the 2iC of No 1 Coy, and responsible for the day-to-day running of the Coy led by 

Maj MacMullen. Capt Brennan was ultimately responsible for the Coy Ops room. The Coy 

Ops room provided an infrastructure, primarily of command and communications, to allow 

the Coy to perform the objectives of the Coy Comd. It was located in a gymnasium complex 

in Basra, where No 1 Coy was based from the 7th/8th of April 2003 to the 9th of May 2003.  

59. He described the set up in the Coy Ops room. The Coy and Battalion radio nets were 

monitored at one end of the room. Wired to each radio was a speaker, which was 

permanently on, enabling all staff on duty in the Ops room to be able to hear net traffic. He 

explained who the Ops room personnel were. LCpl Danny Burton was the Coy Signaller. 

There were also Watchkeeper teams, who would maintain a listen watch on the radio. There 

would be a minimum of three people employed at any one time. Generally speaking, the 

Watchkeeper and Signaller would be manning the BG and Coy nets, respectively. Each was 

responsible for sending and receiving radio messages and for maintaining entries within the 

Coy and BG radio logs, which were located at the table where nets were monitored.  

60. He clarified that the Coy net would be used by Coy CSs on the ground, and the BG net was 

predominantly used at Coy command level. 

61. He explained that due to the volume of traffic on both nets, it became impossible to maintain 

a contemporaneous record of all messages received and transmitted. The practice was to 

record only traffic, which was considered to be ‘critical’, or messages worthy of note.  

62. As to how the Ops room dealt with the looter situation on the ground, he explained that from 

the start no real policy, procedures or orders were in place detailing what should happen 

when Iraqi civilians were detained by personnel on the ground. A ‘system’ did evolve. This 

system, initially directed by BG, involved looters being detained and brought back to the 

gymnasium complex for processing and onward transportation to the BG location in Basra. 

Within a short space of time this system became ineffective for handling the vast numbers of 

looters.  

63. Other solutions were adopted, including the practice of looters being driven out of the 

locality, dropped off and being forced to make their way back under their own steam. He 

said that this did not in fact happen very often, since it was rare to actually catch looters in 

the first place. 

64. Capt Brennan said that he was not aware of looters ever being dropped off at Bridge 4, 

given it was such a long way out of town. 
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65. On the 8th of May 2003, Capt Brennan had been employed in the Ops room earlier that day. 

Having looked at the logs for that day, he could see that he made no entries in either the 

Coy or BG radio logs. He said that CSgt Watkins assumed responsibility for maintaining the 

BG log on the morning of the 8th of May 2003, and Sgt Todd took over at 1000hrs. He was 

unable to see who had responsibility for recording entries on the Coy log that morning.  

66. He said he had no idea CS One-Two had visited Bridge 4 on the 8th of May 2003, or that it 

had requested to move from its static location at BGH. He said he had no recollection of a 

CS ever being tasked away from BGH to respond to incidents outside the same locality. If 

necessary, the patrols and the QRF CSs would be deployed to respond to an incident.  

67. He confirmed that while serving in Basra, SO15 had at no time reported to him any concerns 

about the rough handling of Iraqi looters by Coy personnel. He said he himself had no such 

concerns and, as far as he was aware, the soldiers were dealing with looters firmly but fairly 

and in a professional manner.  

68. He had never heard the phrase ‘off the top deck’.  

Sgt Maj SO20 

69. SO20 made witness statements dated the 17th of June 2004 and the 7th of October 2004. 

70. He was the Sergeant Major of No 1 Coy. He was responsible, among other things, for the 

receipt and control of prisoners brought to the Coy location (a gymnasium complex in Basra) 

by Coy personnel on the ground. 

71. He said that looters were brought in on an irregular basis. He was initially receiving up to 20 

a day, but this petered off to 4-5 a day as time went on.  

72. He confirmed that no orders existed – whether at Coy or BG level – providing direction on 

the handling of looters. 

73. He said that towards the end of the tour – say between the 1st and the 9th of May 2003 – he 

briefed the troops in the Coy that he did not want to continue to receive vast numbers of 

looters at the Coy location since there was no system in place capable of handling the 

volume of looters. He could not remember whether this policy came from him or Maj 

MacMullen. 

74. By this time he says he was aware that CSs had taken to removing looters from the place 

where they were arrested and conveying them out of town to be dropped off. This was a 

short-term solution to a problem that there was no other practical way of dealing with. 
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75. Although he knew looters were being driven out of town to be dropped off, he did not know 

Bridge 4 was being used as a drop off location. He certainly never directed anyone to use a 

specific drop off location such as Bridge 4. 

76. In conveying looters out of town, the idea was to disrupt their activities and not to punish 

them. He said that troops were constantly reminded that it was essential to treat detained 

looters fairly and with respect. He had no reason to believe there were any problems with the 

way in which personnel were dealing with looters. 
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Appendix 2: The Course of the Court Martial 
Proceedings 

1. SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18 were charged with the unlawful act of manslaughter. The 

prosecution’s case was that the death of Mr Ali was caused by the unlawful and dangerous 

activities of the four defendants, acting together as part of a joint enterprise, to assault the 

four looters. 

2. Court martial proceedings commenced on 24th April 2006 with a voir dire addressing, first, 

an application made on behalf of the defendants to stay the proceedings on the ground that 

the evidence forming part of the prosecution’s case when taken at its highest was not strong 

enough for any reasonable jury, properly directed, to convict; and second, the admissibility 

of witness statements and interviews given by SO15 and SO17, without a caution having 

been administered, and a statement by SO16 amounting to a confession.  

3. The first application was refused. In relation to the second, the Judge Advocate ruled that 

SO15’s statement of the 31st of March 2004 was inadmissible, as was all material relating to it 

in his subsequent interviews; the Judge Advocate considered that the statements and 

interviews of SO16 and SO17 were on the other hand admissible.  

Mr Ayad Salim Hanoon 

4. Mr Ayad Salim Hanoon was the main prosecution witness. Giving evidence through an 

interpreter, he accepted that on the morning of the 8th of May 2003 he, and the other three 

men captured (including Mr Ali), had been looting in the vicinity of BGH. He was caught by 

a British soldier, hit on the face and dragged on the floor by his arm. The four of them were 

escorted to BGH by Iraqi policemen and around four British soldiers. On the way there they 

were stripped and forced into a pool of water. He said they were beaten on the way to BGH 

and after they arrived. At BGH they were put into the rear of the Warrior and driven for a 

period of around 20 minutes. There were four soldiers in the Warrior: two in the back with the 

detainees, one in the turret and the driver. The two soldiers in the back had been among the 

soldiers who had escorted them to BGH. He said that they were beaten by these soldiers in 

the course of the journey. When the Warrior stopped all four soldiers had got out. After they 

were untied, Mr Hanoon said they told us “come on, swim” and cocked their weapons. They 

were also pushed.  Initially, he clarified that only one of the soldiers was responsible (the 

larger of the two soldiers who had been in the back of the Warrior with them), but in cross- 

examination he said that two soldiers were responsible. He explained that they went into the 

river, as they had no other choice. He described how when they were near the water, the 

soldiers who had been in the back of the Warrior with him kept on throwing bricks / stones, 

so they went further and eventually ended up in the river. The other two soldiers were just 
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standing looking at them. When he was in the water, he described Mr Ali going under the 

water. He said Mr Ali raised his hands and went under; he came back up and then he 

vanished. Mr Hanoon said he saw one of the soldiers start to undress as if to jump in but the 

others did not let him. The soldiers got back into the Warrior and left. After they left he waited 

for some time for Mr Ali, but Mr Ali did not appear and he eventually went home. 

5. Mr Hanoon was cross-examined at length by counsel for all four defendants. He maintained 

that at the river both the driver and the soldier in the turret came out of the Warrior. He 

agreed that the driver had not beaten him or played any part in forcing him to go into the 

river. He agreed that Mr Ali had not shouted for help. Mr Hanoon did not, however, waiver in 

his insistence that they were made to go into the river, that they had no choice. When asked 

in re-examination why they did not just stay at the water’s edge, where it was shallow, Mr 

Hanoon responded with: “they were throwing bricks at us, we were scared.” 

6. Mr Hanoon was cross examined in relation to previous inconsistent statements contained in 

a statement recorded by the military police on the 10th May 2003 when he first reported the 

incident (a statement Mr Hanoon said had not been read back to him), in an interview 

conducted with Mr Hanoon on the 13th of April 2006 and in a witness statement made by Mr 

Hanoon on the 15th of April 2006. The defence suggested that Mr Hanoon was not a credible 

or reliable witness. 

Other witness evidence  

7. Other witnesses called by the prosecution included Mr Ali’s father, other crewmembers of CS 

One-Two (SO19, SO26, SO22 and another), a number of Coy Ops room personnel, and the 

No 1 Coy, 1 IG chain of command (Capt Brennan, SO20, Maj MacMullen, Lt O’Connell and 

SO25).  

8. The No 1 Coy chain of command gave evidence about policy and practices for dealing with 

looters following the war-fighting phase. They all said that they had heard of the practice of 

putting looters into water, and some had even witnessed it (the phrase ‘wetting’ was coined 

in the court martial proceedings to describe this practice). Maj MacMullen said that at BG 

meetings there had been discussions about looters and what other companies were doing to 

deal with them. He had heard that in other Coys people were put into water so that they 

would get wet, cold and miserable and have to go home (he did not ever witness such an 

incident). This was a measure being used throughout the BG, but not necessarily in No 1 

Coy as they did not have the same access to water. He said he would have relayed to his 

Coy that other Coys were dealing with looters in this way, but he could not say that he gave 

an order for it to happen or even presented it as an option. In cross examination, he agreed 

that it would not be a surprise to him if soldiers in his Coy thought that putting looters into 

flowing water was an approved method of dealing with the looter problem. Lt O’Connell gave 
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evidence that he had heard at Coy O Group meetings presided by Maj MacMullen that there 

was a practice of making looters wet to deter them from looting. Lt O’Connell said he had 

himself witnessed a ‘wetting’ incident in a small dyke, where the depth of water was around 

midriff height but could not recall whether the looters had been forced in at gunpoint. SO20 

said that he had heard rumours about other units throwing prisoners into the river, but had 

not heard of looters being put into dykes. Capt Brennan said he had seen others throwing 

looters into the Shat Al-Arab Canal. He said he never told anyone in his company to throw 

people into canals, but it was discussed. As far as he was aware this did not happen in No 

1 Coy as geographically they weren’t near water (the nearest was Bridge 4 which, from the 

7th of May 2003, became part of No 1 Coy’s tactical area of responsibility). 

9. After the close of the prosecution case, a submission of no case to answer was made on 

behalf of all four defendants. Only SO16’s submission was successful. He was acquitted. 

The case against the other three defendants proceeded and none of them chose to give 

evidence.  

Verdict  

10. The charge being unlawful act manslaughter, the prosecution was required to prove that 

each defendant had committed, alone or in concert with others, some act which was, firstly, 

unlawful, and secondly, dangerous (dangerous to the extent that any sober, reasonable and 

ordinary bystander present would be aware that there was an obvious risk of some bodily 

harm resulting from it), and thirdly that the death of Mr Ali occurred as a direct result of that 

act. In closing the prosecution accepted that the mere forcing of looters into water was not in 

itself dangerous; what made the act dangerous was the use of weapons, the cocking of the 

guns and the throwing of the stones. The JAG duly directed the Board that the dangerous 

act being alleged was that the detainees were driven out into deeper water, and not mere 

‘wetting’. The Board was directed to consider the following questions: did Mr Ali drown in the 

Shatt Al-Basra canal on the 8th of May 2003, and was his death caused by him being forced 

into deeper water, from the edge of the canal, and being prevented from leaving the water, 

as a result of stones being thrown and/or a gun being pointed at him.  

11. Whether there was, at the time, a policy of ‘wetting’, or whether ‘wetting’ was fully sanctioned 

by the chain of command was nothing to the point.  

12. As to the case against each defendant, it was the prosecution’s case that SO17 and SO18 

were the principals. It was alleged that they had cocked their weapons, pushed the 

detainees and told them to get into the water; it was they who had thrown the bricks. The 

case against SO15 was that he was a secondary party. He had not pushed nor thrown 

bricks at the looters, but was somebody who had encouraged the unlawful and dangerous 

acts being committed. The JAG directed that to find SO15 guilty, the Board had to be 
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satisfied that he was not only aware of what was taking place, but, at the time that he 

became aware, was also in a position to put an immediate stop to the unlawful and 

dangerous act, and chose not to do so.  

13. The Board returned a verdict of not guilty in respect of all three defendants. 
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Appendix 4: The undertaking provided by the 
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court 
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Appendix 5: The undertaking provided by the 
Attorney General's Office 
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Appendix 6: List of persons named in the 
Investigation 
 

Military/ex-military personnel1 

 
Capt Niall Brennan Capt Brennan was second-in-command of No 1 Coy,  

1 IG to Maj MacMullen.   

Maj Gen Robin Brimms Divisional Commander of 7 Armd Bde. 

Maj Nick Channer Maj Channer was 2iC of the BG to General Riddell-

Webster.  

2nd Lt Alexander Durdin-Robertson 2 Lt Durdin-Robertson was the Comd of 4  

 Pl 1 IG.  

Maj Peter MacMullen In May 2003 Maj MacMullen was the Coy Comd of  

No 1 Coy, 1 IG.  

Lt Daniel O’Connell Lt O’Connell was Pl Comd of 1 Pl, 1 IG  

Lt Col Michael Riddell-Webster  Lt Col Riddell-Webster was the CO of the BW BG,  

 who in May 2003 also commanded No 1 and No 2 

Coys of the IG when they moved from the Scots 

Guards to the BW. 

Soldiers 

SO15 SO15 held the rank of Sgt in May 2003, and was the 

Veh Comd of the warrior mounted CS 12.  

SO16 SO16 was a gdsm in CS 12 in May 2003 and was the 

driver of the Warrior on 8th May which took the looters 

to Bridge 4.  

  

 
1 Ranks indicated are those in May 2003 and not the individual’s current rank. 
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SO17 SO17 was a gdsm in CS 12 in May 2003 whose 

position in the warrior crew was gunner.  On the 8th May 

SO17 travelled inside the Warrior with SO18 and the 

looters to Bridge 4. 

SO18 SO18 was a gdsm in the dismount section of CS 12 

and on the 8th May 2003 was involved in the capture 

and escorting of the looters back to the BGH, as well as 

travelling with them in the Warrior to Bridge 4. 

SO19 SO19 held the rank of LCpl in May 2003 and was the 

Sect Comd of CS 12, No 1 Coy, 1 IG, and was in 

charge of the dismount section which consisted of 

SO18, SO22, SO24, and SO27.  SO19 was at the BGH 

on 8th May 2003 and was one of the soldiers called out 

to the perimeter wall to deal with the looters. 

SO20 SO20 held the rank of WO2 in May 2003, and served as 

the CSM of No 1 Coy, 1 IG.   

SO21 In May 2003 SO21 held the rank of Captain and was No 

2 Pl Comd, No 2 Coy, 1 IG.   

SO22 SO22 was a gdsm in May 2003 and part of the 

dismount section of CS 12 who were stationed at the 

BGH on the morning of the 8th May.  SO22 was one of 

the soldiers who escorted the looters back from where 

they had been detained to the Hospital. 

SO23 In May 2003 SO23 held the rank of Captain and  was 

No 3 Pl Comd, No 1 Coy, 1 IG.   

SO24 SO24 was a gdsm in May 2003 and part of the 

dismount section of CS 12 who were stationed at the 

BGH on the morning of the 8th May and escorted one of 

the looters back to the hospital.    
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SO25 SO25 was a Sgt in May 2003 and was the Sect Comd 

of CS 10 No, 1 Coy, 1 IG.   

SO26 SO26 was a LCpl and 2IC of the dismount section of  

CS 12.  

SO27 SO27 was a gdsm in May 2003 and part of the 

dismount section of callsign 12 who were stationed at 

the BGH on the morning of the 8th May and was 

involved in the detention of the looters.   

Iraqi witnesses2 

Ayad Salim Hanoon Iraqi male who on the 8th May 2003 was caught looting 

with the deceased and was arrested and taken to  

Bridge 4.  

Jabbar Kareem Ali Father of the deceased.  

Mohammed Jabbar Kareeem Ali Brother of the deceased. 

 
2 The last name of Iraqi witnesses is often a tribal name and may not have been used in the text of the 

Report.  Variations in spelling of surnames occur as a result of different translations from Arabic.  
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Appendix 7: Chronology  
 

 

  

Date Event Reference 

2003   

February   

 No 1 Coy, Irish Guards (IG) deploys to Kuwait SO18 MOD-83-0000294-Z 
paragraph 8 

April   

Night of 6th/7th 
April 

UK forces enter Basra City  

7th/8th April No 1 Coy bases itself at the Gymnasium Brennan MOD-83-0000317-Z 
paragraph 2 

11th April No 1 Coy IG subordinated to the Black Watch (BW) 
Battlegroup and comes under the command of Lt Col 
Riddell-Webster 

Riddell-Webster MOD-83-
0000327-Z paragraph 2 

May    

1st May Major combat ops cease  

8th May   

Morning Call sign 12 goes down to Basrah General Hospital (BGH) 
and to their room in the building for static guard duty. 

IFI SO16 18/05/16 page 13 
lines 9-12 

c. 8am Ayad Hanoon goes to area located behind Baghdad 
Garage and enters a store in the garage area (‘Jamloun’) 
where he finds Mr Ali and other looters. 

Hanoon MOD-08-0000321-Z, 
paragraphs 4-5 

 Four looters apprehended, detained and taken back to the 
hospital and handed over to SO15.   

SO19 MOD-83-0000319-Z 
paragraph 27 

 SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18 take the looters in the 
Warrior from the BGH to Bridge 4.  

SO16 MOD-83-0000301, 
paragraphs 20-24 

 15-20 minutes after leaving the BGH the Warrior stops 
under Bridge 4. 

SO17 MOD-83-0000318-A 
paragraph 31 
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 All 4 looters enter the water.  Mr Ali struggles to stay afloat. Oral evidence of SO16, SO17 
and SO18 (see transcript of  
the hearing on 18th May 2016,  
available from the ‘Oral 
Hearings’ page within the 
‘Ahmed Ali’ section of the IFI 
website) 

 

 SO15, SO16, SO17 and SO18 leave Bridge 4 in the Warrior 
and return to the BGH. 

Witness statements of SO16 
and SO17 (see the ‘Evidence’ 
page within the ‘Ahmed Ali’ 
section of the IFI website) 

 

 Three remaining looters get out of the river. Hanoon MOD-08-0000321-Z, 
paragraph 18 

9th May  No 1 Coy IG leave Basrah and recovered to Germany. SO16 MOD-83-0000301-Z 
paragraph 36; 

2006    

24th  April  Court Martial begins  

25th  May  SO16 found not guilty  

6th  June  SO15, SO17 and SO18 found not guilty  

2015     

23rd  December  Sir George Newman appointed as Inspector with conduct 
of the Investigation into the death of Mr Ali and provided 
with Terms of Reference. 

Letter from Ben Sanders at 
MoD. (Appendix 3) 

2016     

22nd  January  The Inspector holds a public hearing concerning the role 
and function of the IFI and other questions of public 
interest in connection with its work. 

The transcript of the hearing 
is available from the ‘Public 
Statements’ page of the IFI 
website. 

18th May  Hearing in London at which oral evidence of the following 
witnesses is heard: 

SO15 

SO16 

SO17 

SO18 

See transcript of the hearing 
on 18th May 2016, available 
on the IFI website. 
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Appendix 11: Extract from No 1 Coy Radio 
Log 
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Appendix 14: Photographs of 'Baghdad 
Garage' 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Screen shots of Baghdad Garage as described by Mr Hanon (taken from PGT/6). 
 
 
 

 



  Appendix 15: Map showing route from arrest to Basra General Hospital 
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Appendix 15: Map showing route from arrest 
to Basra General Hospital 
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Appendix 16: Photograph of the area of dirty 
water 

 Figure 2: Photograph of the area of dirty water as described by Mr Hanon. 
 

 
 

Comment: Mr Hanon’s boots were later recovered from the pool of dirty water. 
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Appendix 17: Photograph showing the 
perimeter wall 
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Appendix 18: Plan views of a Warrior 
with its crewing positions 



  Appendix 19: Photograph showing the inside of a Warrior 
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Appendix 19: Photograph showing the 
inside of a Warrior 
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Appendix 20: Satellite image depicting 
Bridge 4 
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Appendix 21: Photographs of Bridge 4 
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Appendix 22: Single image of bank under 
Bridge 4 

 



  Appendix 23: Death certificate of Ahmed Jabbar Kareem Ali 
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Appendix 23: Death certificate of Ahmed 
Jabbar Kareem Ali 
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Appendix 24: Extract from the Chilcot Report 
 

 

9.8 I Conclusions: The post-conflict period 

12. In each phase, the UK had dual responsibilities in Iraq: it contributed to the overall 
direction of the Coalition's strategy and to those activities which took place at a national 
level, and also led the international effort in MND(SE), comprising the provinces of 
Basra, Dhi Qar, Maysan and Muthanna. From the outset, the UK placed particular 
emphasis on Basra province, and its capital — Iraq's second city. 

13. This Section considers the UK's dual responsibilities in each phase. 

Occupation 

Looting in Basra 
14. As described in Section 8, UK forces entered Basra City on the night of 6/7  April 
2003 and rapidly gained control, meeting less resistance than anticipated. Once 
the city was under its control, the UK was responsible, as the Occupying Power, for 
maintenance of law and order. Within its predominantly Shia Area of Operations, the 
UK assumed that risks to Coalition Forces would be lower than in the so-called "Sunni 
triangle" controlled by the US. 

15. Before the invasion, the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) and the Defence 
Intelligence Staff had each identified that there was a risk of lawlessness breaking out 
in Iraq, and that it would be important to deal with it swiftly. Others, including Mr Blair, 
Sir Kevin Tebbit (the MOD Permanent Under Secretary) and the Iraq Policy Unit had 
recognised the seriousness of that risk. 

16. However, the formal authorisation for action in Iraq issued by Admiral Sir Michael 
Boyce, Chief of the Defence Staff, on 18 March contained no instruction on how to 
establish a safe and secure environment if lawlessness broke out as anticipated. 
Although it was known that Phase IV (the military term for post-conflict operations) 
would begin quickly, no Rules of Engagement for that phase, including for dealing with 
lawlessness, were created and promulgated before UK troops entered the country. 

17. Both before and during the invasion Lieutenant General John Reith, the Chief 
of Joint Operations, made the absence of instructions to UK forces covering what 
to do if faced with lawless behaviour by the Iraqi population in Basra explicit to the 
Chiefs of Staff. 

18. Faced with widespread looting after the invasion, and without instructions, UK 
commanders had to make their own judgements about what to do. Brigadier Graham 
Binns, commanding 7 Armoured Brigade which had taken Basra City, told the Inquiry 
that he had concluded that "the best way to stop looting was just to get to a point where 
there was nothing left to loot".4  

4  Private hearing, 2 June 2010, page 11. 
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The Report of the Iraq Inquiry 

19. Although the implementation of tactical plans to deal with lawlessness was properly 
the responsibility of in-theatre commanders, it was the responsibility of the Chief of the 
Defence Staff and the Chief of Joint Operations to ensure that appropriate Rules of 
Engagement were set, and preparations made, to equip commanders on the ground 
to deal with it effectively. They should have ensured that those steps were taken. 

20. The impact of looting was felt primarily by the Iraqi population rather than by 
Coalition Forces. The latter initially experienced a "honeymoon period",5  although the 
situation was far from stabilised. 

21. Lt Gen Reith anticipated that UK forces could be reduced to a medium scale 
effort by the autumn, when he expected the campaign to have reached "some form 
of `steady-state'".8  

22. The JIC correctly judged on 16 April that the local population had high hopes that 
the Coalition would rapidly improve their lives and that "resentment of the Coalition ... 
could grow quickly if it is seen to be ineffective, either politically or militarily. Such 
resentment could lead to violence."' 

23. By the end of April, Mr Geoff Hoon, the Defence Secretary, had announced that 
UK troop levels would fall to between 25,000 and 30,000 by the middle of May, from 
an initial peak of around 46,000. 

24. Consequently, by the start of May there was a clearly articulated expectation of a 
rapid drawdown of UK forces by the autumn despite the identified risk that the consent 
of the local population was built on potentially vulnerable foundations, which could be 
undermined rapidly and with serious consequences. 

Looting in Baghdad 
25. In the absence of a functioning Iraqi police force and criminal justice system, and 
without a clear Coalition Phase IV plan, looting and score-settling became a serious 
problem in Baghdad soon after the regime fell. The looting of ministry buildings 
and damage to state-owned infrastructure in particular added to the challenges 
of the Occupation. 

26. Reflecting in June 2004, Mr David Richmond, the Prime Minister's Special 
Representative on Iraq from March to June 2004, judged that the failure to crack down 
on looting in Baghdad in April 2003 released "a crime wave which the Coalition has 
never been able to bring fully under control".8  

5  Public hearing Walker, 1 February 2010, page 16. 
6  Minute Reith to SECCOS, 14 April 2003, 'Phase 4: Roulement/Recovery of UK Forces' attaching Paper 
CJO, 14 April 2003, 'Phase 4 — Roulement/Recovery of UK Land Forces'. 

JIC Assessment, 16 April 2003. 'Iraq: The Initial Landscape Post-Saddam'.  
8  Telegram 359 IragRep to FCO London, 28 June 2004, 'Iraq: Valedictory: The End of Occupation'.  
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